


 
 

Abstract 

Mid-IR Spectral Investigation of Normal and Malignant 
Breast and Cervical Tissue Samples Using a Quantum Cascade 

Laser-Based Microscope 

by 

Paul Haugen 

Mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy has been a tool used to identify specific 

features of normal and malignant tissue samples by utilizing MIR characteristics, 

specifically in the “fingerprint” region.  The fingerprint region is a biologically 

significant spectral region typically identified between 1500 and 500 cm-1.  MIR 

spectroscopy can be used to study molecular changes and variations occurring in 

samples, which can then be used to fingerprint specific spectral characteristics and 

biomarkers in order to categorize the specimens.  The most common instruments 

currently used in this analysis are Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometers, 

although properties inherent in these instruments, such as slow data collection time 

and an inability to specify sample location for the spectral data collection, have 

placed a ceiling on the clinical practicality of their use for specimen classification 

and identification.  In this thesis, we use a prototype of an infrared hyperspectral 

imaging microscopy platform based around tunable quantum cascade laser (QCL) 

technology that has a spectral coverage from 1800-900 cm-1.  The quantum cascade 

lasers are coupled with a series of MIR refractive objectives and an uncooled 

microbolometer camera.  The speed of spectral imaging improves to 30 frames per 



 
 

second, and the high magnification objective has a 1.34 µm pixel resolution with a 

0.70 numerical aperture and 4.3 µm spatial resolution.  We are able to specify data 

collection at specific discrete wavelengths as opposed to the full spectrum, which 

improves the data collection time and de-clutters the data for analysis expediency. 

Finally, we perform spectral imaging real-time, which aides in selecting precise 

regions of interest on the target sample.  This thesis demonstrates the advantages of 

exploiting the capabilities of the QCL microscope to advance MIR spectroscopy in 

the identification of distinguishing traits of normal and malignant breast and 

cervical tissue samples. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Mid-IR Cancer Detection 
Using FTIR Spectroscopy 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, second only 

to heart disease.  8.5% of all Americans have been diagnosed with cancer.  

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, cancer accounts for 

23% of the deaths, or about 585,000 deaths annually.  Heart disease is responsible 

for 24% of the deaths in the U.S., or about 610,000 deaths annually.  The third 

leading cause of death, chronic lower respiratory disease, is accountable for less 

than 6% of the annual deaths, so there is a large discrepancy between the top two 

killers and the rest of the field.  One alarming statistic of cancer is that the rate is 

continually increasing every year and is slowly closing the gap with heart disease.  

The survival rate for people diagnosed with cancer greatly increases with early 

detection.1,2 
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Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a method that shows 

promise in either replacing or assisting current cancer detection techniques by 

looking at absorption levels at various wavelengths and “fingerprinting” the cancer 

cells.  A unique benefit of this method is that contrast agents are not needed; 

however, several factors affect the accuracy and repeatability of FTIR spectroscopy.  

Specifically, no current standards exist for the sample preparations, data acquisition 

processes (particularly with the attenuated total reflectance [ATR] attachment), or 

data processing.  Thus, the data results from different research groups are difficult 

to compare.  We initially surveyed this method of cancer detection and analysis to 

document and evaluate the current techniques being used.  Our investigation was 

based on published papers and research from various groups working in this field.  

In addition, our own data samples and techniques were referenced and 

documented. 

FTIR spectroscopy shows promise as a technique for early cancer detection.  

This is a technique to study molecular changes and variations occurring between 

cancerous and normal samples.  Not only does it show potential for segregating 

between normal and cancer cells, but it also shows potential in differentiating 

between types of cancer, which can aid in cancer treatment.3 
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1.1. FTIR Spectroscopy 

1.1.1. Sample Preparation 

We maintained up to six cell lines at a time, which involved planting and 

growing the cells and changing the media several times per week.  When the cells 

covered a significant amount of space in the flask in which they were growing, we 

then trypsinized the cells, which detach the cells from the bottom of the flask.  The 

cells had to be trypsinized before they covered too much of the flask, however, or 

the cells would begin developing unhealthy attributes and eventually start dying. 

After the cells were trypsinized, we spun the cells down to create a pellet of 

cells.  We typically spun the cells down in a centrifuge at 125 g for 5 minutes; we 

were then able to remove most of the media and trypsin from the cell pellet.  Special 

care had to be taken to properly rinse the cells in order to prevent foreign material 

(such as media or trypsin) from affecting the spectra during the data acquisition 

process.  Initially, we used a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution to rinse the 

cells; however, it was soon shown that this method allowed the formation of crystals 

on the cells after the rinsing process.  Thus, deionized water (DI water) proved to be 

a more effective rinsing method. 

After the cells were properly rinsed with deionized water, the best method 

we found was to fix the cells, which essentially prevented the cells’ properties from 

changing after they were dried on the slides.  Finally, they were rinsed one more 

time in deionized water, and five drops of 10 µl were evenly deposited onto each 
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slide and allowed to air dry.  We were typically using Mid-IR slides from Kevley 

Technologies. 

We tried several other methods of sample preparation, such as cryofreezing 

or growing the cells on the actual slides, but these methods were not as effective as 

the technique described above. 

In addition to the cell sample preparation method, other tasks we performed 

included preparing tissue samples by slicing frozen breast cancer and preparing 

slides for further evaluation.  Overall good general practice skills were also 

developed for working in a bioengineering laboratory, including the cultivation of 

good practices for cell culture techniques. 

1.1.2. Data Acquisition 

We used a Nicolet Nexus 670 FTIR spectrometer with a liquid nitrogen-

cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector and a potassium bromide (KBr) 

beamsplitter to collect our sample spectra.  We also incorporated an attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR) attachment for our data collection.  See Figure 1.1 for sample 

spectra we collected for four of our cell lines. 
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Figure 1.1. This is a sample spectra depicting four cell lines (breast and skin, normal 
and cancer).  The lipids are between 3000 and 1700 cm-1, the proteins are between 
1700 and 1400 cm-1, and the nucleic acids (RNA, DNA) are between 1300 and 950 

cm-1. 

1.2. FTIR Spectroscopy Literature Review4-43 

A large amount of data is available in the area of utilizing FTIR spectroscopy 

for mid-IR cancer detection.  Because of what was learned from our research, and 

due to the initial readings of academic papers on the subject, we decided a literature 

review should be performed on this topic to gather a better understanding of what 

data was already available and what standard techniques existed. 
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Initially 72 academic papers were gathered with a cursory review; from 

those, 40 were selected for a more detailed review.  Of these 40 papers, the 

following are the percentages of papers that dealt with specific cancers:  22% 

breast, 20% cervical, 13% lung, 11% skin, 7% prostate, 4% gastric, 2% endometrial, 

2% esophageal, 2% leukemia, and 2% lymphoid. 

We were specifically looking to categorize two areas of this research, sample 

preparation techniques and data acquisition techniques.  The following sections will 

depict the data we retrieved from the literature review on these 40 papers. 

1.2.1. Sample Preparation Methods 

During the literature review, we were looking for the following three areas of 

sample preparation techniques:  whether or not the samples were fixed, frozen, or 

neither; how the samples were dried; and how the samples were rinsed. 

1.2.1.1. Fixed, Frozen, or Neither 

The researchers in 28% of the papers stated they fixed their samples, and 

11% of the papers stated they froze their samples.  However, 61% of the papers did 

not define either way.  A large percentage of the authors that did not define their 

process most likely neither fixed nor froze their samples, although the authors never 

explicitly stated. 
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1.2.1.2. Dried 

The most common drying method was to air dry the samples; 35% of the 

authors stated they used this method to prepare their samples.  13% of the authors 

used nitrogen gas to dry their samples, and 7% used other methods of drying, which 

ranged from carbon dioxide gas to baking the samples in an oven at 50° C.  

Surprisingly, 46% of the researchers did not define how they dried their samples.  

This group of papers either never stated that they dried their samples or stated they 

dried the samples but never specified the drying process used. 

1.2.1.3. Rinsed 

The most common form of rinsing the samples was to use a phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) solution; 23% of the authors used this rinsing solution.  15% 

of the authors used DI water which, as previously mentioned, we proved to be the 

superior method.  23% of the papers stated they used other methods, such as a 0.9% 

sodium chloride solution, 0.4% potassium chloride solution, hexane, or undefined 

water.  (The unspecified water was placed in this group because it was not 

mentioned if it was DI, sterilized, or tap water.)  Finally, 40% of the papers did not 

state what was used to rinse the samples.  This group either did not state that they 

rinsed the samples or stated they did rinse the samples but never specified what 

was used to perform the rinsing. 
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1.2.2. Data Acquisition Methods 

1.2.2.1. Analysis Techniques 

In the literature review, the following two main analysis techniques were 

utilized by researchers:  analyzing and comparing peak intensity and analyzing and 

comparing peak frequency shifts. 

1.2.2.1.1. Peak Intensity 

The most common technique by far was to analyze the peak intensities.  The 

authors that utilized this technique used several methods to analyze the peak 

intensities, such as comparing the intensity of specific wavenumbers between 

cancer and non-cancer samples.  This method was the most simple and tended to 

provide the least-informative solution.  The most common analysis method was to 

compare the ratios of various peaks.  The most common ratio used was the two 

protein peaks Amide I (~1650 cm-1) and Amide II (~1535 cm-1); some authors used 

several peaks in their ratio calculations.  Several of the researchers also took the 

mean average of the spectrum or a spectral integral over a range.  The range most 

frequently used tended to be between 1800 cm-1 and 900 cm-1. 

1.2.2.1.2. Frequency Shift 

The second technique used by researchers in this literary research was to 

compare frequency shifts of specific peaks; this method was not a common 

technique.  However, there seemed to be some questions with this analysis method 
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that require more investigation.  Mainly, the frequency shifts seen between cancer 

and normal samples seem to be smaller than the frequency range recorded in the 40 

papers that define specific peaks. 

1.2.2.2. Attenuated Total Reflectance 

The majority of researchers that use FTIR spectroscopy for cancer detection 

also incorporate an ATR attachment in their data collection.  One issue with the ATR, 

however, is that the ATR pressure on the sample does affect the spectral intensity of 

the sample.  In other words, adjusting the pressure on the sample affects the 

intensity of the signal.  This issue was not addressed by any of the papers other than 

to state that “gentle pressure” was applied with the ATR.  In order to address this 

issue, the majority of researchers normalize their data to a specific wavenumber.  

See Figure 1.2 for a definition of the various categories and wavenumber 

definitions.20  The four more common frequencies used for normalization were 

Amide I (1653), Amide II (1545), phosphate stretching (1237), and glycine 

stretching (2927).  Special care should be noted to observe the two columns 

depicting the frequency for various peaks of normal and cancerous samples.  For 

example, the frequency shift for the Amide I peak between normal and cancer 

samples is only 3 cm-1; the shift for Amide II is only 1 cm-1.  However, in the 40 paper 

review, the authors defined the Amide I peak anywhere between 1641 and 1658 cm-

1.  Likewise, Amide II was categorized between 1533 and 1545 cm-1.  This area of 

concern requires further investigation before the frequency shift analysis method 

can be validated by my research. 
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Figure 1.2. Frequency (cm-1) and assignments of the major bands in the infrared 
spectra of normal and malignant tissues20 

1.2.2.3. Normalized Data 

The most common peak the authors used to normalize their data was Amide 

I; 24% of the researchers used this peak.  While only 3% of the papers used Amide II 

as the normalizing factor, 5-6% of the papers used the phosphate stretching 

frequency (~1240 cm-1).  Likewise, 5-6% of the papers used the glycine stretching 
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frequency (~2920 cm-1).  19% of the papers actually normalized the data to ratios, 

the most common ratio being Amide I / Amide II.  The papers that normalized the 

data to ratios typically did not contain much detail other than to possibly mention 

which peaks were used in the ratio. 

10% of the researchers normalized their data to a spectral integral over a 

specified frequency range.  The range typically covered 1800 cm-1 to 900 cm-1.  7% 

of the authors used other peaks to normalize their data, such as C-O stretching 

(1024 cm-1).  Finally, 22% of the papers did not define which peak was used to 

normalize their data.  This category also included the authors that did not state 

whether or not they actually did normalize the data.  One of the papers actually 

specifically stated they did not normalize their data, although no reason was given 

for not taking this approach and no technique was mentioned for counteracting the 

ATR pressure variation affecting the signal intensity. 

1.2.3. Literary Review Discussion 

Generally, the majority of the authors scrutinized in this review did not 

justify why a specific technique was used; no motive was given.  In fact, there is a 

general vagueness in academic papers dealing with FTIR spectroscopy utilized for 

cancer detection.  This fact is depicted in the large percentage of papers that were 

“not defined” for techniques such as sample preparation and data acquisition 

techniques.  Papers would often state that a specific task was performed, but rarely 

did the paper state why that technique was used.  This ambiguity in the field can 
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possibly be attributed to a lack of standards in the field, especially for sample 

preparation techniques and data collection methods. 

Included in this vagueness is a general lack of justification for why specific 

peaks were used to normalize the data.  However, a very small percentage of papers 

actually did justify why they normalized their data to a wavenumber.  The most 

common peak utilized, Amide I, was typically justified simply because it is normally 

the highest intensity in the spectrum.  However, several of the papers that used the 

phosphate stretching frequency specifically stated why they did not use Amide I, 

which was because it is much more unstable that other frequencies.  The Amide I 

signal is much more sensitive to environmental factors and would often have 

significant peak shifts.  The reason these papers used the phosphate stretching peak 

is because it is very stable and virtually unaffected by environmental factors such as 

washing or the creation of a dry film on the slides. 

1.2.4. Literary Review Conclusion 

Generally, no paper in the literary review dealt with issues of varying ATR 

pressure changing the spectra’s signal peak intensity.  Although most researchers 

normalize their data, no standards seem to exist as to which frequency peak or 

spectral region should be used.  Likewise, no standards seem to exist for sample 

preparation techniques, although clearly the sample preparation method plays an 

important role in obtaining a clean spectral signal of the sample.  A large percentage 

of papers do not adequately define the techniques used, which could be partially due 

to a lack of standards in the FTIR cancer detection processes. 
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Standards are needed in sample preparation and data collection to help 

validate FTIR spectroscopy as a viable cancer detection technique. 
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Chapter 2 

Mid-IR Spectral Investigation of Normal and 
Malignant Cervical Tissue Samples 

Cervical cancer used to be the leading cause of cancer deaths for women in 

the United States.  A significant decrease has been associated with most women in 

the United States obtaining regular pap tests to identify cervical precancer before it 

can actually develop into cancer.  However, quick, easy, and accurate detection in 

cervical cancer and precancer can still reduce medical costs, time between biopsy 

and patient results and treatment, and assist with automated prescreening of tissue 

readings.  In addition, according to the World Health Organization, cancer is the 

leading cause of death worldwide, and cervical cancer still accounts for 

approximately 20% of all cancer mortality rates in women in low and middle-class 

populations.44-48 

In this study, we applied Daylight Solution’s quantum cascade laser-based 

microscope (Spero) to investigate mid-infrared characteristics of normal and 
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malignant cervical tissue.  First, sample thickness was evaluated by sending various 

thickness samples to Daylight Solutions for evaluation.  Second, samples fixed in 

paraffin were evaluated as is and de-paraffinized.  Finally, the normal and malignant 

samples were prepared and evaluated utilizing the unique capabilities of Spero. 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Spero49-51 

Daylight Solutions is a company based out of San Diego, California, and they 

have developed the first laser-based infrared microscope, Spero (see Figure 2.1)49.  

The capabilities of this microscope include both high-resolution imaging over a wide 

field of view and rapid live mode imaging at 30 frames per second.  It has potential 

in a wide range of fields, including cancer diagnostics, drug discovery, materials 

research, forensics, and semi-conductor analysis.  However, we have focused on the 

cancer diagnostic properties of this instrument. 
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Figure 2.1. Daylight Solutions’ quantum cascade laser-based microscope, Spero.49 

Spero is an infrared hyperspectral imaging microscopy platform based 

around tunable quantum cascade laser technology.  The quantum cascade lasers are 

coupled with a series of mid-IR refractive objectives and an uncooled 

microbolometer camera.  The base of the microscope seen in Figure 2.1 holds the 

quantum cascade lasers, which has large spectral coverage from 1800-900 cm-1, or 

5.5-11.1 µm.  Spero contains four lasers that have some overlap, allowing the large 

spectral coverage.  The uniqueness of Spero stems from the QCLs, which is tunable, 
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allowing the samples to be illuminated with discrete frequencies across the mid-IR 

fingerprint region. 

Spero can be used in transmission or reflection modes and also includes live 

imaging at discrete mid-IR wavelengths.  In addition, data can be collected at 

specified discrete wavelengths instead of covering the entire spectrum, which turns 

the data acquisition process into seconds.  The live mode can utilize either a high or 

low magnification camera.  The high magnification camera enables a live-field view 

of 650 µm x 650 µm at 1.34 micron pixel resolution with a 0.7 numerical aperture 

and a 4.3 µm spatial resolution.  The low magnification camera has a 2000 µm x 

2000 µm at 4.25 micron pixel resolution field-of-view with a 0.15 numerical 

aperture and a 25 µm spatial resolution.  See Figure 2.2 for specifications of the 

instrument’s three modes of operation.51  Because Spero uses a microbolometer in 

place of the FTIR’s MCT detector, liquid nitrogen is not needed.  The instrument’s 

optics are refractive, making the numerical aperture much higher than instruments 

utilizing the typical reflective optics. 
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Figure 2.2. Spero specifications of high magnification, low magnification, and visible 
modes of operations.51 

A few comparisons specifically outlining key advantages of FTIR include far 

superior spatial resolution which allows an increased field of view and the speed at 

which data can be acquired, whether the full spectrum is collected or discrete 

wavelengths.  In addition, one of the greatest advantages is the live discrete video 

and imaging capabilities, which allows the researcher to accurately select the point 

of data collection on the sample in real-time. 

2.1.2. Tissue Samples52 

We acquired all our cervical tissue samples, both normal and malignant, from 

the Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN) based out of the University of 
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Alabama Birmingham.  Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 show additional histological 

information provided by CHTN with each cervical sample.  The normal tissue is 

categorized by two methods, ethnicity and the cervical location the sample was 

removed.  Because CHTN classified the ethnicity of all the samples as Black, White, 

Asian, or Hispanic, we used these same classifications throughout our 

documentation.  The malignant tissue samples did not include the location of the 

sample. 

 

Cervical 
Location 

Ectocervix 7 

Endocervix 8 

Ecto/Endocervical 
Junction 

1 

Unknown 4 

Ethnicity 
White 14 

Black 5 

Hispanic 1 

Total Normal Cervical Samples: 20 

Table 2.1. Normal cervical samples. 

 

Ethnicity 

White 8 
Black 4 
Asian 1 

Unknown 1 
Total Cervical Cancer Samples: 14 

Table 2.2. Malignant cervical samples. 

 

 

The tissue samples included sparse diagnostics and comments received from 

the medical staff and principle investigators cooperating with CHTN.  The specimens 

went through an initial diagnostic examination by a trained pathologist, which were 

then verified through a frozen section and evaluation of permanent histopathology.  

A total of twenty normal cervical specimens and fourteen malignant cervical 

specimens were received from CHTN. 
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2.1.3. Optical Slides and Windows 

Standard glass slides were used for all hematoxylin and eosin (H & E stain) 

samples.  Calcium fluoride (CaF2) windows from International Crystal Laboratories 

(ICL) were selected for transmission data collection due to the characteristics that 

allow transmission through the MIR region, as depicted in Figure 2.3.53  CaF2 

windows were also used by Daylight Solutions in their data collection and 

recommended by them in order for consistency. 

 

Figure 2.3. Optical properties of calcium fluoride optical crystals.53 
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2.1.4. Biology of Cervical Tissue Specimens 

The cervix is the lower part of the uterus; it is the connection between the 

uterus and the birth canal (see Figure 2.4)54.  The ectocervix is the lower portion of 

the cervix that is exposed to the birth canal.  It is made of both squamous and 

columnar epithelial cells.  The endocervix is the upper portion of the cervix that 

opens to the lower uterus; it is made up of columnar epithelial cells.  The majority of 

cancer occurs in either the ectocervix or the endocervix; 80-90% of cervical cancer 

is squamous cell carcinoma.54 

 

Figure 2.4. Location of cervix.54 
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The key area of interest on the cervical specimens is the epithelium and its 

subsequent layers as depicted in Figure 2.5.58 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Cervical tissue layers.58 

Within the epithelium, both columnar and stratified squamous cells can be 

present (see Figure 2.6)59. 
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Figure 2.6. Stratified squamous and columnar epithelium.59 

The thin layer of cells separating the epithelium from the lamina propria is 

the basal layer, which was also a focus of data collection (see Figure 2.7)60.  The flat 

cells depicted in Figure 2.7 are also a good example of stratified squamous 

epithelium cells. 
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Figure 2.7. Epithelium layers, basal layer.60 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Sample Preparation 

The cervical tissue samples arrived frozen from CHTN in dry ice.  Baylor 

College of Medicine (BCM) Pathology and Core Lab was utilized to prepare the tissue 

samples.  The tissue specimens were all fixed and embedded in paraffin. 

Initially, the following sample thicknesses were excised from a cervical 

specimen:  5, 7, 10, 12, and 15 µm.  These samples were then sent to Daylight 

Solutions in San Diego, California, to evaluate optimal sample thickness for 

transmission data acquisition on Spero.  Daylight Solutions evaluated the various 
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thicknesses and concluded the optimal sample to be 5-7 µm thick.  They also 

concluded the optimal thickness of the CaF2 windows to be 2 mm and provided a 

holder for ICL’s 25 mm diameter disc. 

BCM’s Pathology and Core Lab fixed each specimen in formalin; the 

specimens were then each embedded into a block of paraffin.  Two tissue samples, 

approximately 5-7 µm thick, were excised from each specimen; one sample was 

placed on a standard glass slide and one sample was placed on a 2 mm thick calcium 

fluoride (CaF2) window from ICL.  The samples were then de-paraffinized to 

prevent artifacts in the spectra. 

Samples on the standard glass slides were stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin (H & E stain), as seen in Figure 2.8.  These were used to identify regions of 

interest on the CaF2 samples (see Figure 2.9), which were used for transmission 

data collection on Spero.  All samples were then stored in a desiccator while not in 

use. 
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Figure 2.8. Example of H&E stain, malignant cervical specimen 03-04-A370a. 

 

Figure 2.9. Example of Spero image, malignant cervical specimen 03-04-A370a. 
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2.2.2. Data Acquisition Process 

The Spero microscope was set up on a floating optical table to absorb 

environmental vibrations and other noise interference.  A constant flow of nitrogen 

gas at approximately 5 cc/second was required to purge the sample stage enclosure 

of water vapor and other contaminants.  Initially we obtained nitrogen tanks to 

perform the purge, but the tanks only lasted 1-2 days of continuous 5 cc/second 

flow.  We then changed to the facility’s nitrogen ports available in the lab by running 

approximately 80 feet of hosing to the nearest nitrogen port. 

Per recommendations by Daylight Solutions, we ensured the microscope’s 

lasers had sufficiently warmed up by having the instrument on for at least an hour 

prior to any use.  The back of each 25 mm diameter CaF2 window was gently 

cleaned with optical tissue and an ethanol solution to remove dust particles.  The 

sample was placed on a holder provided by Daylight Solutions and positioned on the 

stage.  The stage cover was then closed and the system was allowed to purge with 

nitrogen for at least five minutes prior to any data or background collection.  A new 

background was taken on a clean portion of the same slide the sample was on prior 

to any data collection of a new sample; a new background was taken at a minimum 

every three data points of that sample or every 45 minutes. 

Each Spero image was attained using the high-magnification infrared 

objective.  The tissue sample was oriented similarly to the H&E stained image, as 

seen in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.  Each sample on a CaF2 window was compared to 

the H&E stain to identify regions of interest to collect data points.  The focus of data 
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collection on the normal specimens was on the epithelium, basal, and lamina 

propria (basement membrane) and the adjoining layers.  The focus of the malignant 

specimens was on both the tumor and the transition tissue adjacent to the tumor.  

Because the epithelium and basal layers were not clearly defined on the tumors, all 

spectral data was collected from the lamina propria.  Normal versus malignant 

comparison analysis was performed with the lamina propria spectra from both the 

normal and malignant samples. 

2.2.3. Peaks Corresponding to Biology79,80 

Specific wavenumbers and ranges of wavenumbers in the mid-infrared 

spectrum correspond to unique biological characteristics.  Some of the key 

characteristics are depicted in Figure 2.1055 and Figure 2.1120. 
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Figure 2.10. Mid-IR spectrum peaks and corresponding cellular characteristics.55 
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Figure 2.11. Frequency (cm-1) and assignments of the major bands in the infrared 
spectra of normal and malignant tissues.20 

2.3. Results 

Mid-IR spectral areas of the highest absorption in the cervical samples tend 

to be the two protein Amide peaks (1650 cm-1 and 1545 cm-1), along with 

phosphates (asymmetrical stretching at 1240 cm-1 and symmetrical stretching at 
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1080 cm-1).  The epithelium layers also often express a glycogen absorption peak at 

1025 cm-1. 

2.3.1. Normal Cervical Data Acquisition 

Twenty normal cervical specimens were utilized for this experiment.  

Samples from each specimen were placed on glass slides and CaF2 windows; the 

samples on the glass slides were stained with H&E.  Data for each sample on the 

CaF2 windows were collected on Spero and evaluated in this experiment; the 

locations of the data collection points were first identified on the samples stained 

with H&E.  Each sample had multiple points of data collection; emphasis was placed 

on the epithelium and the adjacent layers.  A few key normal cervical specimen 

examples are listed in this section.  Refer to Appendix A for a complete listing of 

normal cervical specimens, including images from the H&E-stained slides, the 

images obtained through Spero’s high-magnification objective, and the spectra from 

each data point collected. 

2.3.1.1. Specimen 04-10-A245a 

Specimen 04-10-A245a is from a 32-year-old white female.  The specimen is 

a 0.85 gram ectocervical sample.  Figure 2.12 is an image of a sample of the 

specimen stained with H&E on a glass slide; a clear epithelium edge is apparent on 

the tissue sample, as depicted by the dark purple line along the edge of the tissue. 
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Figure 2.12. Specimen 04-10-A245a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 

Figure 2.13 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags J and K depict the data 

collection points on Sample 04-10-A245a, focusing on the epithelium and the 

nearby layers. 
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Figure 2.13. Specimen 04-10-A245a, normal cervical tissue. 

2.3.1.1.1. Sample 04-10-A245a, Point J 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point J (see 

Figure 2.14) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  The 

epithelium is clearly evident in this figure, although the single-cell basal layer is not 
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as evident.  The circular and flat squamous cells are also visible, especially near the 

birth canal. 

Regions of interest were defined, which is where the spectra were actually 

taken on the sample.  Region 1 is defining an area of interest on the stratified 

squamous epithelium; Region 2 is focusing on the basal and parabasal layer.  

Regions 3 and 4 are identifying regions of interest in the basement membrane and 

lamina propria. 
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Figure 2.14. Specimen 04-10-A245a, Point J Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  stratified squamous epithelium 
Region 2:  parabasal layer 
Regions 3, 4:  basement membrane, lamina propria 

The spectra from the four defined regions of interest on Point J are depicted 

in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15. Specimen 04-10-A245a, Point J Spectra 

2.3.1.1.2. Sample 04-10-A245a, Point K 

The high-magnification 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was also taken at 

Point K (see Figure 2.16) on Sample 04-10-A245a.  The epithelium again is clearly 

evident in this figure; the basal layer also appears to be present, which is why 

spectra were collected at Regions 4 and 5. 

Flat squamous cells are evident in Region 2, and more rounded squamous 

and columnar cells are visible in the deeper tissue parabasal layer.  Region 6 is 

defining a region of interest in the basement membrane or the lamina propria. 
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Figure 2.16. Specimen 04-10-A245a, Point K Regions of Interest 
Region 2:  stratified squamous epithelium 
Region 3:  columnar epithelium 
Region 4:  basal layer 
Regions 5, 6:  basement membrane, lamina propria 

The spectra from the five defined regions of interest on Point K are depicted 

in Figure 2.17. 
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Figure 2.17. Specimen 04-10-A245a, Point K Spectra 

2.3.1.2. Specimen 12-05-A046a 

Specimen 12-05-A046a is from a 34-year-old white female.  The specimen is 

a 1.36 gram endocervical sample.  Figure 2.18 is an image of a sample of the 

specimen stained with H&E on a glass slide.  The epithelium layer, although quite 

thin, is noticeably apparent on the tissue sample, as depicted by the dark purple line 

along the lower edge of the tissue in the figure. 
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Figure 2.18. Specimen 12-05-A046a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 

Figure 2.19 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags G and H depict the data 

collection points on Sample 12-05-A046a; Flag G focuses on the epithelium and the 

nearby layers while Flag H was the spectra obtained on a deeper tissue layer, the 

lamina propria. 
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Figure 2.19. Specimen 12-05-A046a, normal cervical tissue. 

2.3.1.2.1. Sample 12-05-A046a, Point G 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point G (see 

Figure 2.20) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  The 

epithelium is visible in this figure, although the single-cell basal layer is not as 
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evident.  While the epithelium on this sample is thin, the basal and parabasal layer 

and the flat squamous cells in the stratified squamous epithelium are still visible, 

especially near the birth canal. 

Regions of interest were defined, which is where the spectra were actually 

taken on the sample.  Region 1 is identifying an area of interest in the connective 

tissue of the basement membrane or the lamina propria.  Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 11 

are in the basal and parabasal layer.  Regions 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are defining the 

spectral collection points that have the cuboidal and flat squamous cells indicative 

of the stratified squamous epithelial layer. 
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Figure 2.20. Specimen 12-05-A046a, Point G Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propria 
Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 11:  basal layer, parabasal layer 
Regions 6, 7, 9:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 
Regions 8, 10:  stratified squamous epithelium, superficial layer 

The spectra from the eleven defined regions of interest on Point G are 

depicted in Figure 2.21. 
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Figure 2.21. Specimen 12-05-A046a, Point G Spectra 

2.3.1.2.2. Sample 12-05-A046a, Point H 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point H on Sample 12-

05-A046a can be seen in Figure 2.22.  Point H is located on the interior of the 

sample, in the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to 

capture the spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 2.22. Specimen 12-05-A046a, Point H Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria 

The spectrum from this defined region of interest on Point H is depicted in 

Figure 2.23. 
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Figure 2.23. Specimen 12-05-A046a, Point H Spectra 

2.3.1.3. Specimen 12-05-A093a 

Specimen 12-05-A093a is from a 54-year-old white female.  The specimen is 

a 1.8 gram endocervical sample.  Figure 2.24 is an image of a sample of the specimen 

stained with H&E on a glass slide; a clear epithelium edge is apparent on the tissue 

sample, as depicted by the dark purple line along the edge of the tissue. 
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Figure 2.24. Specimen 12-05-A093a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 

Figure 2.25 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags O, P, Q, and R depict the 

data collection points on Sample 12-05-A093a; Flags O, P, and Q focus on the 

epithelium and the nearby layers while Flag R was the spectra obtained on a deeper 

tissue layer, the lamina propria. 
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Figure 2.25. Specimen 12-05-A093a, normal cervical tissue. 

2.3.1.3.1. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point O 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point O (see 

Figure 2.26) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  The basal 

cellular line separating the epithelium from the basement membrane is fainter than 
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previous images; the “fingers” of the basement membrane can still be seen invading 

the epithelium.  Region 1 is taken in the basement membrane or the lamina propria; 

Regions 2 and 3 are taken just beyond the single-cell basal layer, stretching into the 

parabasal layer. 

 

Figure 2.26. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point O Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propria 
Regions 2, 3:  basal layer, parabasal layer 
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The spectra from the three defined regions of interest on Point O are 

depicted in Figure 2.27. 

 

Figure 2.27. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point O Spectra 

2.3.1.3.2. Sample 12-05-A093a, Point P 

The high-magnification 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was also taken at 

Point P (see Figure 2.28) on Sample 12-05-A093a.  The basal cellular layer is again 

relatively faint, although the tissue type is clearly distinguishable between the 

epithelium and the basement membrane. 
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Figure 2.28. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point P Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  parabasal layer 
Region 2:  basement membrane, lamina propria 

Region 1 is located in the epithelium of Point P.  Cuboidal cells are evident in 

this layer, which encompasses the parabasal region of the epithelium.  Stratified 

squamous cells start appearing at the edge of the image, but per the 

recommendations of the microscope’s manufacture, spectral data was not collected 

near the edge of the image to avoid optical artifacts in Spero. 
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Region 2 is identifying regions of interest in the basement membrane and the 

lamina propria.  The connective tissue layer is visually identifiable from the cellular 

structures in the nearby epithelium. 

The spectra from the two defined regions of interest on Point P are depicted 

in Figure 2.29. 

 

Figure 2.29. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point P Spectra 

2.3.1.3.3. Sample 12-05-A093a, Point Q 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point Q on Sample 12-

05-A093a can be seen in Figure 2.30.  At this point in the tissue sample, the 
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epithelium is quite thick, which is why Point Q is located directly adjacent to Point P 

to fully cover the basement membrane and epithelium. 

 

Figure 2.30. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point Q Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  parabasal layer, columnar epithelium 
Region 2:  columnar epithelium 
Regions 3, 4, 5:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
Region 6:  basement membrane 
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The basal cellular layer is faint on Point P, but the tissue type is 

distinguishable between the epithelium and the cellular structure of the basement 

membrane.  Region 1 is located on parabasal region of the epithelium of Point Q.  

Region 2 is not as deep in the epithelium as Region 1; cuboidal cells are manifest in 

this region of interest. 

Regions 3, 4, and 5 are located in the epithelial surface of Point Q on Sample 

12-05-A093a, adjacent to the lower portion of the uterus.  High absorption is 

expected in this layer.  A small quantity of stratified squamous cells starts appearing 

at the outer edge of the epithelium. 

Region 6 is identifying a region of interest in the basement membrane.  The 

connective tissue layer is visually identifiable from the cellular structures in Point 

Q’s adjoining epithelium. 

The spectra from the six defined regions of interest on Point Q are depicted 

in Figure 2.31. 
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Figure 2.31. Specimen 12-05-A093a, Point Q Spectra 

2.3.1.3.4. Sample 12-05-A093a, Point R 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point R on Sample 12-

05-A093a can be seen in Figure 2.32.  Point R is located on the interior of the 

sample, in the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to 

capture the spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 2.32. Point R Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria 

The spectrum from this defined region of interest on Point R is depicted in 

Figure 2.33. 
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Figure 2.33. Point R Spectra 

2.3.1.4. Specimen 12-05-A072a 

Specimen 12-05-A072a is from a 55-year-old Hispanic female.  The specimen 

is a 0.42 gram sample in the junction between the ectocervix and the endocervix.  

This specimen is unique in my normal cervical sample lot in the following two ways:  

it is the only Hispanic specimen, and it is my only ecto/endocervical junction.  

Figure 2.34 is an image of a sample of the specimen stained with H&E on a glass 

slide. 
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Figure 2.34. Specimen 12-05-A072a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 

A small portion of the H&E-stained sample has an epithelium layer in the 

lower left-hand corner of Figure 2.34, which can be seen by the darker purple line 

near the edge of the tissue sample.  The right side of the tissue sample has a portion 

that is a darker purple, indicating a higher tissue density.  This is often indicative of 

a tumor growth or the start of an abnormal growth; regardless, that section of the 

sample appears abnormal, so spectra were not collected from that portion of the 

tissue. 
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Figure 2.35. Specimen 12-05-A072a, normal cervical tissue. 

Figure 2.35 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags K, L, and M depict the 

data collection points on Sample 12-05-A072a; Flags K and L focus on the 
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epithelium and the nearby layers while Flag M was the spectra obtained on a deeper 

tissue layer, the lamina propria. 

2.3.1.4.1. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point K 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point K on 

Sample 12-05-A072a (see Figure 2.36) was obtained from Spero’s high-

magnification objective.  The basal cellular layer is faint on Point K, but the tissue 

type is distinguishable between the epithelium and the cellular structure of the 

basement membrane. 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are defining areas of interest just beyond the single-

cell basal layer, stretching into the parabasal layer.  Regions 7, 8, and 9 are taken in 

the parabasal layer, stretching into the intermediate layer of the epithelium.  

Regions 10 and 11 have more defined columnar and squamous cells on the 

superficial epithelial layer.  Finally, Region 12 is identifying a region of interest in 

the connective tissue of the basement membrane of the cervix on Point K. 
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Figure 2.36. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point K Regions of Interest 
Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:  basal layer, parabasal layer 
Regions 7, 8, 9:  columnar epithelium, intermediate layer 
Regions 10, 11:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 
Region 12:  basement membrane, lamina propria 

The spectra from the eleven defined regions of interest on Point K are 

depicted in Figure 2.37. 
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Figure 2.37. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point K Spectra 

2.3.1.4.2. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point L 

The high-magnification 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was also taken at 

Point L (see Figure 2.38) on Sample 12-05-A072a.  The basal cellular layer is again 

relatively faint on Point L, although the tissue type is clearly distinguishable 

between the epithelium and the connective tissue cellular structure of the basement 

membrane. 

Region 1 is identifying a region of interest in the connective tissue of the 

basement membrane and lamina propria of the cervix on Point L.  Regions 2, 3, and 

4 are defining areas of interest just beyond the single-cell basal layer, stretching into 
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the parabasal layer.  Regions 5 and 6 have more defined cuboidal and squamous 

cells on the superficial epithelial layer on Point L. 

 

Figure 2.38. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point L Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propria 
Regions 2, 3, 4:  basal layer, parabasal layer 
Regions 5, 6:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 

The spectra from the six defined regions of interest on Point L are depicted in 

Figure 2.39. 
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Figure 2.39. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point L Spectra 

2.3.1.4.3. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point M 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point M on Sample 12-

05-A072a can be seen in Figure 2.40.  Point M is located on the interior of the 

sample, in the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to 

capture the spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 2.40. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point M Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria 

The spectrum from this defined region of interest on Point M is depicted in 

Figure 2.41. 
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Figure 2.41. Specimen 12-05-A072a, Point M Spectra 

 

2.3.2. Malignant Cervical Data Acquisition 

Fourteen malignant cervical specimens were utilized for this experiment.  

Samples from each specimen were placed on glass slides and CaF2 windows; the 

samples on the glass slides were stained with H&E.  Data for each sample on the 

CaF2 windows were collected on Spero and evaluated in this experiment; the 

locations of the data collection points were first identified on the samples stained 

with H&E.  Each sample had multiple points of data collection; a few key malignant 

cervical specimen examples are listed in this section.  Refer to Appendix B for a 
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complete listing of malignant cervical specimens, including images from the H&E-

stained slides, the images obtained through Spero’s high-magnification objective, 

and the spectra from each data point collected. 

2.3.2.1. Specimen 93-02-A251 

Specimen 93-02-A251 is a malignant cervical sample from a 22-year-old 

white female.  CHTN did not include a weight of the sample or a cervical location 

from which the specimen was removed.  The quality control diagnostic provided by 

CHTN personnel identifies the specimen as squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix; 

the tumor percentage was not provided with Specimen 93-02-A251. 

An image of a sample from Specimen 93-02-A251 stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 2.42.  The dark purple throughout the image is 

indicative of high cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth. 
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Figure 2.42. Specimen 93-02-A251, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 
cervix 

Figure 2.43 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags E and F depict the 

spectral data collection points on Sample 93-02-A251, focusing on areas of higher 

cell concentration. 
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Figure 2.43. Specimen 93-02-A251, cervical cancer tissue 

2.3.2.1.1. Sample 93-02-A251, Point E 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point E (see 

Figure 2.44) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point E is 
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located on the interior of Sample 93-02-A251, in the lamina propria layer.  Point E’s 

location on the sample was targeting the sample’s higher cell concentration areas.  

Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at this 

point on the sample. 

 

Figure 2.44. Specimen 93-02-A251, Point E Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, squamous cell carcinoma 
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The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point E is depicted in 

Figure 2.45. 

 

Figure 2.45. Specimen 93-02-A251, Point E Spectra 

2.3.2.1.2. Sample 93-02-A251, Point F 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point F on Sample 93-

02-A251 can be seen in Figure 2.46.  Point F is located on the interior of the sample, 

in the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the 

spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 2.46. Specimen 93-02-A251, Point F Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, squamous cell carcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point F is depicted in 

Figure 2.47. 
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Figure 2.47. Specimen 93-02-A251, Point F Spectra 

2.3.2.2. Specimen 91-10-A177 

Specimen 91-10-A177 is a malignant cervical sample from a 29-year-old 

female.  CHTN did not include a weight of the sample, a cervical location from which 

the specimen was removed, or the race of the patient from whom the specimen was 

removed.  The quality control diagnostic provided by CHTN personnel identifies the 

specimen as papillary adenosquamous carcinoma of the cervix, indicating that the 

specimen was a protrusion on a glandular structure of the cervix.  The tumor 

percentage was not provided with Specimen 91-10-A177. 
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An image of a sample from Specimen 91-10-A177 stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 2.48.  The dark purple throughout the image is 

indicative of high cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth.  The 

invasiveness of the tumor is evident throughout the entire tissue sample.  The 

cervical glandular structures are also visible on the specimen. 

 

Figure 2.48. Specimen 91-10-A177, H&E stain, papillary adenosquamous carcinoma 
of the cervix 

Figure 2.49 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags V and W depict the 
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spectral data collection points on Sample 91-10-A177, focusing on areas 

surrounding glandular structures. 

 

Figure 2.49. Specimen 91-10-A177, cervical cancer tissue 

2.3.2.2.1. Sample 91-10-A177, Point V 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point V (see 

Figure 2.50) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point V is 

located on the interior of Sample 91-10-A177, in the lamina propria layer. 

Regions of interest identified in Figure 2.50 are where the spectral 

information was actually collected on the sample.  Regions 1 and 2 are both located 
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near glandular structures in the cervix, most likely mucous-secreting glands.  

Glandular structures are areas of interest for cervical carcinoma detection and 

identification. 

 

Figure 2.50. Specimen 91-10-A177, Point V Regions of Interest 
Regions 1, 2:  mucous-secreting glands, papillary adenosqamous 
carcinoma 
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The spectra from the two defined regions of interest on Point V are depicted 

in Figure 2.51. 

 

Figure 2.51. Specimen 91-10-A177, Point V Spectra 

2.3.2.2.2. Sample 91-10-A177, Point W 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point W on Sample 91-

10-A177 can be seen in Figure 2.52.  Point W is located on the interior of the sample, 

in the lamina propria layer. 
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The spectral data collected on Point W were obtained from the regions of 

interest identified in Figure 2.52.  Regions 1 and 2 are also both located near various 

glandular structures in the cervix. 

 

Figure 2.52. Specimen 91-10-A177, Point W Regions of Interest 
Regions 1, 2:  mucous-secreting glands, papillary adenosquamous 
carcinoma 
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The spectra from the two defined regions of interest on Point W are depicted 

in Figure 2.53. 

 

Figure 2.53. Specimen 91-10-A177, Point W Spectra 

2.3.2.3. Specimen 10-09-A121a 

Specimen 10-09-A121a is a malignant cervical sample from a 30-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 0.65 gram primary malignant sample.  CHTN did 

not include a cervical location from which the specimen was removed.  The quality 

control diagnostic provided by CHTN personnel classifies the specimen as glassy cell 
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carcinoma of the cervix.  The tumor percentage for Specimen 10-09-A121a is 

identified as 90% tumor. 

Glassy cell carcinoma of the cervix is a rare and very aggressive form of 

cervical cancer that typically manifests in patients 10 years younger than other 

more common forms of cervical cancer.  The cytoplasm conveys a glass-like 

appearance, which is where the name stems.  Glassy cell carcinoma is a variant of 

adenosquamous carcinoma but is poorly differentiated, meaning that the tumor is 

fast-growing and aggressive.56,57 

A 2002 NIH study states that although glassy cell carcinoma only accounts 

for approximately 5% of cervical cancer, the survival rate is only around 55% due to 

the aggressive nature of the tumor type.  Some of the prognostic histological 

characteristics in squamous cell carcinoma can be utilized for glassy cell carcinoma 

predictions; however, the predictive qualities of these squamous cell features are 

not nearly as effective on glassy cell carcinoma.56,57 

An image of a sample from Specimen 10-09-A121a stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 2.54.  The dark purple throughout the image is 

indicative of high cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth.  The 

invasiveness of the tumor is evident throughout the entire tissue sample. 
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Figure 2.54. Specimen 10-09-A121a, H&E stain, glassy cell carcinoma of the cervix 

Figure 2.55 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags J, K, and L depict three 

different spectral data collection points in the lamina propria layer on Sample 10-

09-A121a. 
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Figure 2.55. Specimen 10-09-A121a, cervical cancer tissue 

2.3.2.3.1. Sample 10-09-A121a, Point J 

Figure 2.56 shows a 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-

09-A121a at Point J.  This image was obtained by utilizing Spero’s high-

magnification objective.  Point J is located on the interior of Sample 10-09-A121a, in 
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the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the 

spectral information at Point J. 

  

Figure 2.56. Specimen 10-09-A121a, Point J Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, glassy cell carcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point J is depicted in 

Figure 2.57. 
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Figure 2.57. Specimen 10-09-A121a, Point J Spectra 

2.3.2.3.2. Sample 10-09-A121a, Point K 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-09-A121a at Point K 

is seen in Figure 2.58.  This image was obtained via Spero’s high-magnification 

objective.  Point K is located on the interior of Sample 10-09-A121a, in the lamina 

propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral 

information at Point K. 
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Figure 2.58. Specimen 10-09-A121a, Point K Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, glassy cell carcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point K is depicted in 

Figure 2.59. 
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Figure 2.59. Specimen 10-09-A121a, Point K Spectra 

2.3.2.3.3. Sample 10-09-A121a, Point L 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-09-A121a at Point L 

is seen in Figure 2.60.  This image was obtained by using Spero’s high-magnification 

objective.  Point L is located on the interior of Sample 10-09-A121a, in the lamina 

propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral 

information at Point L. 
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Figure 2.60. Point L Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, glassy cell carcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point L is depicted in 

Figure 2.61. 
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Figure 2.61. Point L Spectra 

2.3.2.4. Specimen 06-02-A042b 

Specimen 06-02-A042b is a malignant cervical sample from a 43-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 0.61 gram primary malignant sample.  CHTN did 

not include a cervical location from which the specimen was removed.  This 

specimen is another example of glassy cell carcinoma of the cervix.  The quality 

control diagnostic provided by CHTN personnel identifies the specimen as a glassy 

cell primary malignant adenosquamous carcinoma of the cervix.  The tumor 

percentage for Specimen 06-02-A042b is identified as 50% tumor. 
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An image of a sample from Specimen 06-02-A042b stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 2.62.  The dark purple throughout the image is 

indicative of high cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth.  The 

invasiveness of the poorly differentiated glassy cell tumor growth is evident 

throughout the entire tissue sample. 

 

Figure 2.62. Specimen 06-02-A042b, H&E stain, adenosquamous carcinoma of the 
cervix, glassy cell 

Figure 2.63 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags P and W depict two 
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different spectral data collection points in the lamina propria layer on Sample 06-

02-A042b.  Both flag locations targeted darker areas of high cell concentration on 

the sample. 

 

Figure 2.63. Specimen 06-02-A042b, cervical cancer tissue 
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2.3.2.4.1. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point P 

Figure 2.64 shows a 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 06-

02-A042b at Point P.  This image was obtained by utilizing Spero’s high-

magnification objective.  Point P is located on the interior of Sample 06-02-A042b, in 

the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the 

spectral information at Point P. 

 

Figure 2.64. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point P Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, adenosquamous glassy cell carcinoma 
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The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point P is depicted in 

Figure 2.65. 

 

Figure 2.65. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point P Spectra 

2.3.2.4.2. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point W 

Figure 2.66 shows an image taken of Sample 06-02-A042b at Point W by 

utilizing Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point W is located on the interior of 

Sample 06-02-A042b, in the lamina propria layer.  Only one region of interest was 

needed to capture the spectral information at Point W. 
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Figure 2.66. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point W Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  lamina propria, adenosquamous glassy cell carcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point W is depicted in 

Figure 2.67. 
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Figure 2.67. Sample 06-02-A042b, Point W Spectra 

 

 

2.4. Analysis 

We used the two-tailed T-test to evaluate statistical differences in our results 

since deviations could be in either direction.  Statistical differences were considered 

to be significant at p < 0.05.  All spectra and analysis figures shown were obtained 

from the mean spectra of the individual specimen groups (normal or malignant, 

endocervix or ectocervix, etc.) and each tissue layer studied within the groups 
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(epithelium, basal, lamina propria).  Spectra and analysis values shown represent the 

entire experiment. 

2.4.1. Intensity Ratio Parameter Analysis 

Prominent absorbance peak values in the “fingerprint” region were used for 

intensity ratio parameter analysis.  The peaks were chosen by a combination of 

observation and taking into account peaks evaluated from the literary FTIR review 

described in Chapter 1.  All ratios utilized the amide I peak (1654 cm-1) as the 

denominator and all other selected peak values as the numerator. 

The observed peak that is the most dominant in absorbance is the protein 

amide I peak, which is mainly attributed to C=O stretching vibration.  The protein 

amide II peak at 1544 cm-1 is also significant, which arises from C-N stretching 

vibration coupled with N-H bending vibration. 

Both bands at 1454 cm-1 and 1402 cm-1 arise from CH3 bending modes of 

methyl proteins and lipids; 1454 cm-1 is attributed to asymmetrical bending and 

1402 cm-1 is attributed to symmetrical bending.  The band at 1338 cm-1 is much less 

prominent that others, but it does show increased absorption in some tissue 

groupings and no increased absorption in others.  This band is in the peptide group 

and is evident of normal mode symmetry and C-H vibration. 

Amide III is another common protein peak used for investigations, which is 

around 1240 cm-1.  This absorption band is mainly due to asymmetrical phosphate 

(PO2-) stretching modes of nucleic acids and vibrations of collagen.  The absorption 
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peak at 1080 cm-1 is also impacted by nucleic acids and vibration modes in collagen; 

in this band, though, the impact is due to symmetrical stretching of PO2-.  The final 

absorption band we evaluated was a weak absorption sometimes seen at 1025 cm-1.  

The absorption at this band is attributed mainly to the C-O vibrational mode and the 

C-O stretching/bending of glycogen.  Again, similar to 1338 cm-1, an absorption peak 

was not present in all our specimen tissue groupings. 

2.4.1.1. Normal Endocervix 

The first comparison which we investigated was evaluating among 

epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers on normal endocervical specimens to 

see if we could successfully discriminate.  Variances are depicted in the infrared 

spectra seen in Figure 2.68. 
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Figure 2.68. IR spectra of average of normal endocervical specimens, comparing 
epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 2.68 are shown in Figure 2.69.  The plot shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the spectra specific to the three layers being 

assessed. 
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Figure 2.69. Mean intensity ratio parameter of normal endocervical specimens at 
different bands throughout the fingerprint region for epithelium, basal, and lamina 

propria layers 

Five of the seven intensity ratio groupings show statistically significant 

results for normal endocervical specimens.  Two of the ratios, 1544/1654 and 

1240/1654, do not show significance between the epithelial layer and the basal 

layer, but the lamina propria layer can be differentiated from the other two layers.  

The difference in the 1338/1654 intensity ratio shows a higher ratio for the 
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epithelium layer, but a significant difference is not seen between the basal layer and 

lamina propria layer at this ratio. 

The collagen and glycogen bands show the most noteworthy dissimilarities 

between the three layers at the 1080/1654 and 1025/1654 intensity peak ratios.  In 

our preliminary data collection, all three layers can be discriminated spectrally at 

these regions, with the intensity ratio decreasing as the spectral collection occurs in 

deeper layers on the tissue specimen. 

2.4.1.2. Normal Ectocervix 

We also evaluated the epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers on normal 

ectocervical specimens to see if we could successfully differentiate.  Variances again 

are depicted in the infrared spectra seen in Figure 2.70. 
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Figure 2.70. IR spectra of average of normal ectocervical specimens, comparing 
epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 2.70 are shown in Figure 2.71.  The plot shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the spectra specific to the three layers being 

assessed. 
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Figure 2.71. Mean intensity ratio parameter of normal ectocervical specimens at 
different bands throughout the fingerprint region for epithelium, basal, and lamina 

propria layers 

All seven mean intensity ratio groupings show some statistical significance, 

although no one ratio allows discrimination among all three layers of the ectocervix.  

Four of the ratios, 1544/1654, 1454/1654, 1402/1654, and 1240/1654, do not 

show significant difference between the epithelial layer and the basal layer, but 

these ratios can be used to identify the lamina propria layer from the other two 
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layers.  The difference in the 1338/1654 peak intensity ratio shows a lower ratio for 

the basal layer, but a significant difference is not seen between the epithelium layer 

and lamina propria layer at this ratio. 

The collagen and glycogen bands show significant dissimilarity between the 

epithelium layer and the other two layers at the 1080/1654 and 1025/1654 

intensity peak ratios.  The basal layer and the lamina propria layer, however, cannot 

be differentiated between themselves at these two bands. 

2.4.1.3. Normal Comparison, Endocervix vs. Ectocervix 

After comparing the epithelium, basal, and lamina propria cervical layers, we 

evaluated the differences strictly between the endocervical and the ectocervical 

specimens.  The comparisons were broken into the three cervical layers, as depicted 

in Figure 2.72. 

Comparing the infrared spectra of the endocervical epithelium and the 

ectocervical epithelium tissue specimens revealed no remarkable observable 

differences in the data.  The endocervical samples appear to have slightly lower 

absorbance in the amide I and amide II protein bands.  Again, declaring p < 0.05 as 

significant, the only intensity ratio parameters that bear any significance are at 

1240/1654 and 1025/1654. 

The basal spectral comparison is very similar to the epithelium.  By 

observation, the spectra appear very similar, including the amide I and amide II 
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peaks.  The only statistically significant intensity ratio parameter for basal tissue in 

the endocervix and ectocervix is the 1025/1654 ratio. 
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Figure 2.72. Endocervix and ectocervix comparison.  (Left Column) IR spectra of 
normal cervical specimens.  (Right Column) Mean intensity ratio parameter of 
normal cervical specimens at different bands throughout the fingerprint region. 

ROWS:  (Top) Epithelium, (Middle) basal, and (Bottom) Lamina propria 
comparison for endo/ecto cervix. 
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The difference in the lamina propria absorbance spectra between the 

endocervix and ectocervix is clearly evident in Figure 2.72, although, based on the 

intensity ratio parameters, the scaling of the absorbance between the two is very 

similar throughout the entire spectrum.  (This will be more evident in the area-

under-the-curve discussions in Section 2.4.2.)  The lamina propria has three 

intensity ratio parameters of significance at 1394/1654, 1338/1654, and 

1080/1654. 

2.4.1.4. Malignant Squamous Cell Carcinoma and Glassy Cell Carcinoma 

We next compared the mean spectral data between malignant squamous cell 

carcinoma specimens and the three specimens that were given the histological 

diagnosis by CHTN quality control personnel as “glassy cell carcinoma.”  The 

expectation had been very similar spectra between the two malignant sample types, 

but slight variations can be observed in Figure 2.73 between the squamous cell 

carcinoma and the glassy cell spectra.  (This, too, will be more evident in the area-

under-the-curve discussions in Section 2.4.2.)  All spectral data displayed was 

collected from the samples’ lamina propria layers. 
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Figure 2.73. IR spectra of malignant cervical specimens comparing squamous cell 
carcinoma to samples given glassy cell histological diagnosis 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks are shown in Figure 2.74.  

The plot shows the differences at peak intensity values of various bands in the 

spectra specific to the two tissue types being assessed.  No intensity peak ratios 

show statistical significance in differentiating between squamous cell carcinoma 
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and glassy cell carcinoma diagnosis, indicating any spectral difference in absorbance 

was scaled appropriately at each of the key absorbance peaks. 

 

Figure 2.74. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant cervical specimens at 
different bands throughout the fingerprint region for squamous cell carcinoma and 

glassy cell histological diagnosis 
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2.4.1.5. Lamina Propria Comparison, Normal vs. Malignant 

The final intensity ratio comparison we investigated was evaluating normal 

versus malignant cervical specimens.  In order to strictly compare normal versus 

malignant tissue and not influence the results with other factors such as tissue 

layers, we only looked at the lamina propria layers in both the normal and 

malignant tissue samples because we were unable to discern the epithelium or basal 

layers in all our samples. 

Clear variances are depicted in the absorbance intensity seen in Figure 2.75, 

which are the mean spectra of the malignant and normal tissue specimens.  The 

average absorbance can be seen to be greater in the normal tissue throughout the 

fingerprint region with the exception of the collagen and glycogen bands around 

1025 cm-1 and 1080 cm-1. 
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Figure 2.75. IR spectra comparing average absorbance of normal and malignant 
cervical tissue 

The ratios of the primary mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the 

spectra in Figure 2.75 are shown in Figure 2.76.  The plot shows the differences at 

peak intensity ratio values of various bands in the spectra specific to the normal and 

malignant tissue samples. 
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Figure 2.76. Mean intensity ratio parameter of cervical specimens at different bands 
throughout the fingerprint region for normal and malignant specimens 

Only two of the seven intensity ratio groupings show statistically significant 

results for the lamina propria layer of the normal and malignant groups of 

specimens.  The two ratios, 1080/1654 and 1025/1654, discriminate between the 

two tissue types being evaluated, indicating an increase of collagen and glycogen.  In 
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fact, at 1025 cm-1, the malignant spectrum did not have an absorbance peak.  The 

glycogen at this point was saturated by the collagen signal of the 1080 cm-1 band. 

2.4.2. Area-Under-the-Curve Analysis 

The area-under-the-curve (AUC) provides insight to absorbance intensity 

differences between spectra that are scaled similarly throughout the spectrum 

range, thus rendering the intensity ratio parameter analysis ineffective.  The area 

under the curve was calculated using the trapezoid rule. 

The AUC was calculated for all six spectra of the normal endocervical and 

ectocervical tissue spectra at the three layers we have been investigating. In Table 

2.3, we can see the AUC differential between the six categories. 

 

 
Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
Epithelium Basal 

Lamina 
Propria 

Endocervix 136.39 157.10 211.73 
Ectocervix 147.07 150.37 146.45 

Table 2.3. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of normal 
epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers of the endocervix and ectocervix 

samples. 

 

The endocervix shows substantial variance among all three layers being 

evaluated; there is significant difference among the AUCs to be able to distinguish 

the epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers.  Surprisingly, the ectocervix does 
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not have a significant difference among any of the three layers’ AUCs.  The layer 

variances are not significant enough to warrant solid classification of layers in the 

ectocervix. 

Among the three layers being investigated, only the lamina propria shows a 

variance large enough to be significant in classifying between endocervix and 

ectocervix specimens.  Both the epithelium and basal layers show too similar AUC 

values to be able to discriminate. 

To note, the small sample size of specimens classified as endocervical or 

ectocervical specimens may have contributed to any surprising results.  We did not 

expect to be able to vastly distinguish between ectocervix and endocervix samples, 

but we were anticipating being able to differentiate the epithelium, basal, and 

lamina propria layers in the ectocervix (just as we were able to in the endocervix 

spectra). 

The AUC was also calculated for the squamous cell carcinoma specimens and 

those specimens diagnosed as glassy cell carcinoma.  As seen in Table 2.4, we can 

determine the AUCs are just at the limit of being significant.  Similar to the intensity 

peak ratio analysis, specimens diagnosed as glassy cell are too comparable to the standard 

squamous cell carcinoma specimens to be able to confidently differentiate. 
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Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
Lamina Propria 

 SCC 149.43 
 Glassy Cell 165.57 
 

Table 2.4. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of malignant 
squamous cell carcinoma and glassy cell carcinoma. 

 

Finally, the AUC (shown in Table 2.5) was calculated from the mean IR 

spectra of all the normal and malignant cervical tissue samples.  The variance 

between the two AUC values is significant enough to enable tissue classification 

using this method. 

 

 
Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
Lamina Propria 

 Normal 181.54 
 Malignant 158.51 
 

Table 2.5. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of normal and 
malignant cervical tissue. 

 

The values depicted in Table 2.5 coincide with the infrared spectra 

comparing normal and malignant tissue that were evaluated in the previous Section 

2.4.1.  Generally, throughout the infrared spectra in this fingerprint region, the 
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normal cervical tissue samples show greater absorbance than the malignant tissue 

samples. 

2.4.3. Frequency Shift Analysis 

Frequency shift analysis can only be tentatively performed with the current 

data set.  Because the spectral data sets were collected at a 4 cm-1 resolution, a shift 

of greater than 4 cm-1 is needed to more fully exploit this analysis technique.  

However, some preliminary results with the current spectral data set can be 

defined. 

The only absorbance peaks that show significant frequency shifts in the 

normal cervical tissue spectral data sets are the amide II protein band around 1544 

cm-1 and the two methyl protein bands around 1454 cm-1 and 1402 cm-1.  The two 

methyl protein bands showed frequency shift within the normal cervical tissue 

samples, enabling differentiation between cervical layers.  Our data set shows the 

1454 cm-1 band blue shifts in the basal layer by 8 cm-1 to 1462 cm-1 in both the 

endocervix and the ectocervix samples.  In addition, the 1402 cm-1 band red shifts in 

both the epithelium and basal layers by 8 cm-1 to 1394 cm-1 in both the endocervix 

and ectocervix.  Finally, the ectocervix lamina propria red shifts from the endocervix 

lamina propria at the amide II protein band from 1550 cm-1 to 1542 cm-1.  This was 

the only frequency shift that allowed us to differentiate between endocervical and 

ectocervical tissue samples. 
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Likewise, the absorbance peaks that show significant frequency shifts in the 

normal versus malignant cervical tissue spectral data sets are the same amide II 

protein band and two methyl protein bands; additionally, the collagen band at 1080 

cm-1 also revealed significant frequency shift.  The absorbance peaks of the four 

bands mentioned clearly show shifts in the wavenumbers.  The malignant tissue 

samples red shift 8 cm-1 from the normal spectra at the amide II protein band at 

1544 cm-1, one of the methyl protein bands at 1402 cm-1, and the collagen band at 

1080 cm-1.  The malignant tissue also blue shifts by approximately 8 cm-1 at the 

other methyl protein band at 1454 cm-1.  This data set is also the largest sample size, 

giving more confidence in the preliminary results. 

2.5. Discussion / Conclusion 

Mid-infrared spectroscopy has demonstrated an ability to provide biological 

information for cervical tissues that is inaccessible or more difficult to acquire with 

other techniques.  Daylight Solutions’ Spero instrument provided vast 

improvements over the standard FTIR spectrometer in the speed with which we 

collected the data and in the quality of our data collection. 

In this chapter, we collected spectral data on a number of cervical tissue 

samples, both malignant and normal.  Our focus on the normal tissue was the 

epithelium layer, the basal layer, and the lamina propria layer; our focus on the 

malignant tissue was the densest portion of the tumor, typically in the lamina 

propria layer since the epithelium and the basal layers were indistinguishable.  We 
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were able to focus and pinpoint our data collection techniques to exact locations on 

the sample by the following:  (1) obtaining H & E stains of an interior excised sample 

of each specimen and locating areas of interest, (2) taking an adjacent excised 

sample with which to collect spectral data on Spero, and (3) utilizing the mapping 

feature on Spero to match the location of interest previously defined on the H & E 

stain.  The standard FTIR instrument would not have been able to collect spectral 

data strictly from the epithelium or basal layers because of the inability to pinpoint 

data collection sites. 

We collected numerous images and spectra from each cervical specimen; 

some of the examples of these data assemblages are shown in this chapter and in 

Appendix A and Appendix B.  Because such a wide variety of histology diagnostic 

information was included with the tissue specimens, we focused our efforts on 

comparing epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers on normal cervical samples; 

normal endocervical and ectocervical samples; malignant samples diagnosed as 

squamous cell carcinoma and glassy cell carcinoma; and normal and malignant 

cervical samples (lamina propria layer).  For the initial analysis using Daylight 

Solutions’ Spero microscope, we used the following three analysis techniques:  

intensity ratio parameter analysis, area-under-the-curve analysis, and frequency 

shift analysis. 

Our preliminary results enabled us to differentiate between all three cervical 

layers by analyzing the spectral data sets using intensity ratio parameter analysis.  

This initial analysis proved effective with our data, whether evaluating endocervix 
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or ectocervix specimens.  Calculating the area-under-the-curve for each spectrum 

proved less effective.  While we were able to identify the three cervical layers in the 

endocervix utilizing the preliminary results, we were not able to significantly 

differentiate the three layers in the ectocervix.  This appears to be because the 

amide I and amide II peaks (the two most dominant bands in the fingerprint region) 

have similar absorbance in the ectocervix between the basal and lamina propria 

layers, and although the epithelium layer still has higher absorbance in the glycogen 

and collagen bands, the amide I and amide II absorbance is slightly lower than the 

other two layers.  The endocervix layers have clear distinctions in the amide I and 

amide II bands. 

Although we were able to discern the endocervix from the ectocervix using 

the preliminary intensity ratio parameter analysis while still fulfilling the p < 0.05 

criteria, the variation was not nearly as significant as with the three epithelium, 

basal, and lamina propria cervical tissue layers.  The AUC proved slightly more 

effective.  Among the three layers being investigated, only the lamina propria 

preliminary results show variances large enough to be significant in classifying 

between endocervix and ectocervix specimens.  After observing the spectra of the 

three cervical layers, these results were expected. 

The initial intensity peak ratio analysis did not prove effective in 

differentiating between squamous cell carcinoma and glassy cell carcinoma, 

although this result was expected since both specimen types are malignant tumors, 

the main differences being the “glassy-like” appearance of the cytoplasm and the 
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aggressive nature of the tumor.  Although the AUC preliminary analysis did show 

some variation between these two types of malignant samples, the variation was 

close to the criteria limitation.  Due in part to the fact that we were only able to 

acquire three glassy cell carcinoma specimens, we do not have high confidence in 

these results. 

Finally, we were able to successfully identify normal and malignant 

specimens with our preliminary results.  Observably, comparing the spectra against 

each other, we could see visual qualitative differences between the two tissue types.  

We analyzed the spectral fingerprint using the intensity ratio parameter analysis, 

and the initial results show that we may be able to distinguish with significance the 

two specimen types, mainly due to changes in the glycogen and collagen.  We also 

calculated the areas-under-the-curve for these two spectra and found large enough 

variances in the initial values that may allow us to discriminate between normal and 

malignant cervical samples. 

We did preliminarily look at frequency analysis in all of our comparisons as 

well.  Although this technique shows promise as being a clear way to differentiate 

among cervical layers and between malignant and normal cervical specimens, more 

experiments with higher resolution need to occur.  Specifically, because one of the 

bands with a large frequency shift is the highly absorbent amide II peak, this is a 

technique that could prove quite useful in separating the normal and malignant 

samples.  Often, while researchers are using FTIR spectrometers, 4 cm-1 seems to be 

a standard resolution during data collection.  Any higher resolution would extend 
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the already long data collection process.  Utilizing Spero’s tools could specify precise 

wavenumbers and/or bands while increasing the resolution of data points to 1 cm-1 

or less; the data collection time would be on the order of minutes instead of several 

hours. 

The normal cervical experiments specifically involving the three cervical 

layers and the endo/ectocervix had small sample sizes, which could contribute to 

any surprising results.  Although we had twenty normal cervical specimens, only 

eight were identified as endocervix and seven as ectocervix.  Some of these 

specimens were removed because a clear epithelium edge was not defined on the 

sample.  Some samples were also removed due to histology diagnostic comments 

indicating they were a benign tumor; although these specimens are not malignant, 

they still contained a tumor and were thus removed so as to not taint the 

preliminary results.  (The benign normal specimens were also removed from all 

other results.) 

More experiments with a larger sample size need to be conducted in order to 

substantiate these results, which should also include specific specimens with 

defined histology diagnostic characteristics.  Multivariate analysis techniques could 

be considered in order to tease out more subtle information available in the spectra.  

Our work with the Spero quantum cascade laser microscope demonstrates great 

advantages over the standard FTIR spectrometer and is the first step in finally 

making great strides in the mid-infrared cancer detection field that has been 
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stagnant for so many years.  With further exploitation of Spero’s advantages, the 

speed of data collection and analysis can be improved ten-fold. 
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Chapter 3 

Mid-IR Spectral Investigation of Normal and 
Malignant Breast Tissue Samples 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, and 8.5% of 

all Americans have been diagnosed with cancer, which, according to the Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention, accounts for 23% of deaths in the United States.  

The survival rate for people diagnosed with cancer greatly increases with early 

detection.61-63 

The second most common form of cancer worldwide is breast cancer, and it 

is the most common form of cancer in women.  According to the World Cancer 

Research Fund International, 1.7 million people were newly diagnosed with breast 

cancer in 2012, which represents ⅛ of total cancer cases and ¼ of all cancers 

diagnosed in women.  The most alarming global statistic is the increased rate of 

breast cancer incidences and mortality cases.  In only the last six years, breast 
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cancer diagnoses have increased by 20%, and breast cancer mortality rates have 

increased by 14%.61-63 

In the United States, breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer 

deaths in women; over 40,000 women will die from breast cancer this year.  If the 

breast cancer can be diagnosed and identified before spreading to lymph nodes, the 

five-year survival rate is 98.5%.  However, if the cancer is not diagnosed in time and 

spreads to regional lymph nodes, survival rate drops to 84%; if it spreads to distant 

lymph nodes, the survival rate is only 24%.61-63 

Breast cancer is related to hormonal levels; however, diagnosis can be 

difficult because hormones are inconsistent from person to person, and an 

individual’s hormones change from year to year, especially pre-menopausal and 

post-menopausal.  Environmental factors also play a role in a person’s hormonal 

levels.  Because of these inconsistencies, alternative forms of diagnosis are 

continually being investigated. 

Quick, easy, and accurate detection in breast cancer and precancer can 

reduce medical costs, time between biopsy and patient results and treatment, and 

assist with automated prescreening of tissue readings.  In this study, we applied 

Daylight Solution’s quantum cascade laser-based microscope (Spero) to investigate 

mid-infrared characteristics of normal and malignant breast tissue.  First, sample 

thickness was evaluated by sending various thickness samples to Daylight Solutions 

for evaluation.  Second, samples fixed in paraffin were evaluated as is and de-
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paraffinized.  Finally, the normal and malignant samples were prepared and 

evaluated utilizing the unique capabilities of Spero. 

3.1. Materials 

3.1.1. Spero 

Refer to Section 2.1.1 Spero for instrumentation description and 

specifications used in the experiment and research that are described in this 

chapter. 

3.1.2. Tissue Samples52 

We acquired all our breast tissue samples, both normal and malignant, from 

the Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN) based out of the University of 

Alabama Birmingham.  Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show additional histological 

information provided by CHTN with each breast sample.  The normal tissue is only 

categorized by ethnicity of the patient; location of the specimen was not included, 

and no other relevant statistical information was provided.  Because CHTN classified 

the ethnicity of all the samples as Black, White, Asian, or Hispanic, we used these 

same labels throughout our documentation. 

The malignant tissue specimens did include more statistical information, 

such as location on the breast (ductal or lobular).  The malignant breast tissue is 

also categorized by ethnicity of the patient from whom the specimen was removed.  
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Finally, receptor information was included for approximately half the patients, 

specifically the two hormonal receptors estrogen and progesterone and the protein 

receptor HER2. 

 

Ethnicity White 17 

Black 3 

Total Breast Normal Samples: 20 

Table 3.1. Normal breast samples. 

 

 

 

 

Breast 
Location 

Ductal 9 
Lobular 5 

Phylloides 1 

Receptors 

ER/PR+, Her2- 4 
ER+, PR/Her2- 2 

ER/PR/Her2- (triple neg) 1 
Unknown 8 

Ethnicity 
White 10 
Black 4 
Asian 1 

Total Breast Cancer Samples: 15 

Table 3.2. Malignant breast samples. 

The tissue samples included sparse diagnostics and comments received from 

the medical staff and principle investigators cooperating with CHTN.  The specimens 

went through an initial diagnostic examination by a trained pathologist, which were 

then verified through a frozen section and evaluation of permanent histopathology.  

A total of twenty normal breast specimens and fifteen malignant breast specimens 

were received from CHTN. 

3.1.3. Optical Slides and Windows 

Refer to Section 2.1.3 Optical Slides and Windows for material description 

and specifications used in the experiment and research described in this chapter. 
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3.1.4. Biology of Breast Tissue Specimens64-66 

The breast is mainly composed of tissue, fat, glands, and ducts; the majority 

of breast cancer occurs in either the ducts or the glands.  The lobules are the milk-

producing glands located inside the breast.  The ductal tissue is the ducts that 

transport the milk from the lobular glands to the nipple.  The lobules are located at 

the inner-most end of the milk ducts. 

Ductal carcinoma in situ is cancer that starts and remains in the ductal tissue 

(refer to Figure 3.1)64.  It is the most common form of non-invasive cancer.  

Although this cancer is not fatal, it can lead to invasive ductal carcinoma or indicate 

higher susceptibility to other invasive forms of cancer. 

Invasive ductal carcinoma is the most common form of breast cancer, 

accounting for approximately 80% of all breast cancer cases.  Invasive ductal 

carcinoma has spread from the milk ducts to surrounding breast tissues.  Most cases 

of invasive ductal carcinoma occur in women older than 55, although this cancer can 

affect women of any age and can also occur in men. 
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Figure 3.1. Ductal carcinoma in situ and duct location in the breast.64 

Lobular carcinoma in situ, also referred to as lobular neoplasia in situ, 

denotes to abnormal cell growth in the lobular glands of the breast (refer to Figure 

3.2)64.  Typically, a person diagnosed with lobular carcinoma in situ will have more 

than one lobule affected.  Although not actually a cancer, a diagnosis of lobular 

carcinoma in situ is an indicator of higher susceptibility for breast cancer at a later 

time.  Over 90% of lobular carcinoma in situ diagnosis occurs in pre-menopausal 

women between the age of 40 and 50.  It can be difficult to diagnose due to the fact 
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that no external physical symptoms have been identified, and it is typically found as 

a result of unrelated testing.  Lobular carcinoma in situ occurs very rarely in men. 

 

Figure 3.2. Lobular carcinoma in situ and lobule location in the breast.64 

Invasive lobular carcinoma is the second most common type of breast cancer, 

accounting for approximately 10% of all breast cancer incidents.  Invasive lobular 

carcinoma has spread from the milk-producing lobule glands to the surrounding 
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breast tissues.  Typically, invasive lobular carcinoma occurs in women later in life 

than invasive ductal carcinoma, although it can occur in women of any age. 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Sample Preparation 

The breast tissue samples arrived frozen from CHTN in dry ice.  Baylor 

College of Medicine (BCM) Pathology and Core Lab was utilized to prepare the tissue 

samples.  The tissue specimens were all fixed and embedded in paraffin. 

Daylight Solutions has evaluated various sample thicknesses to use on Spero 

using other tissue types.  They have determined that the optimal thickness for 

transmission data collection is between 5 and 7 µm.  They also concluded the 

optimal thickness of the CaF2 windows to be 2 mm and provided a holder for ICL’s 

25 mm diameter disc. 

BCM’s Pathology and Core Lab fixed each specimen in formalin; the 

specimens were then each embedded into a block of paraffin.  Two tissue samples, 

approximately 5-7 µm thick, were excised from each specimen; one sample was 

placed on a standard glass slide, and one sample was placed on a 2 mm thick 

calcium fluoride (CaF2) window from ICL.  The samples were then de-paraffinized 

to prevent artifacts in the spectra. 

Samples on the standard glass slides were stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin (H & E stain), as seen in Figure 3.3.  These were used to identify regions of 
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interest on the CaF2 samples (see Figure 3.4), which were used for transmission 

data collection on Spero.  All samples were then stored in a desiccator while not in 

use. 

 

Figure 3.3. Example of H&E stain, malignant breast specimen 10-10-A177m. 
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Figure 3.4. Example of Spero image, malignant breast specimen 10-10-A177m. 

3.2.2. Data Acquisition Process 

The Spero microscope was set up on a floating optical table to absorb 

environmental vibrations and other noise interference.  A constant flow of nitrogen 

gas at approximately 5 cc/second was required to purge the sample stage enclosure 

of water vapor and other contaminants.  Initially we obtained nitrogen tanks to 

perform the purge, but the tanks only lasted 1-2 days of continuous 5 cc/second 

flow.  We then changed to the facility’s nitrogen ports available in the lab by running 

approximately 80 feet of hosing to the nearest nitrogen port. 
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Prior to any use, we ensured the microscope’s lasers had sufficiently warmed 

up by having the instrument on for at least an hour.  The back of each 25 mm 

diameter CaF2 window was gently cleaned with optical tissue and an ethanol 

solution to remove dust particles.  The sample was placed on a holder provided by 

Daylight Solutions and positioned on the stage.  The stage cover was then closed and 

the system was allowed to purge with nitrogen for at least five minutes prior to any 

data or background collection.  A new background was taken on a clean portion of 

the same slide the sample was on prior to any data collection of a new sample; a 

new background was taken at a minimum every three data points of that sample or 

every 45 minutes. 

Each Spero image was attained using the high-magnification infrared 

objective.  The tissue sample was oriented similarly to the H&E stained image, as 

seen in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.  Each sample on a CaF2 window was compared to 

the H&E stain to identify regions of interest to collect data points.  The focus of data 

collection on the normal specimens was on more dense areas of the breast (non-

fatty), if possible.  The focus of the malignant specimens was on denser cell areas 

indicating the tumor location. 

3.2.3. Peaks Corresponding to Biology 

Refer to Section 2.2.3 Peaks Corresponding to Biology for specific 

wavenumbers and ranges of wavenumbers in the mid-infrared spectrum that 
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correspond to unique biological characteristics that are used in the experiment and 

research described in this chapter. 

3.3. Results 

Mid-IR spectral areas of the highest absorption in the breast samples tend to 

be the two protein Amide peaks (1650 cm-1 and 1545 cm-1), along with phosphates 

(asymmetrical stretching at 1240 cm-1 and symmetrical stretching at 1080 cm-1).  

Smaller peaks also appear at methyl bonds of protein at 1400 and 1450 cm-1. 

3.3.1. Normal Breast Data Acquisition 

Twenty normal breast specimens were utilized for this experiment.  Samples 

from each specimen were placed on glass slides and CaF2 windows; the samples on 

the glass slides were stained with H&E.  Data for each sample on the CaF2 windows 

were collected on Spero and evaluated in this experiment; the locations of the data 

collection points were first identified on the samples stained with H&E.  Each 

sample had multiple points of data collection, with the emphasis placed on areas of 

denser tissue since the fat cells tended to wash out in the paraffin / de-paraffin 

process.  A few key normal breast specimen examples are listed in this section.  

Refer to Appendix C for a complete listing of normal breast specimens, including 

images from the H&E-stained slides, the images obtained through Spero’s high-

magnification objective, and the spectra from each data point collected. 
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3.3.1.1. Specimen 11-08-A085c 

Specimen 11-08-A085c is a 4.70 gram sample from a 31-year-old white 

female.  Figure 3.5 is an image of a sample of the specimen stained with H&E on a 

glass slide.  The pink and purple areas indicate denser areas of the sample; the fat 

cell regions can be faintly seen in areas on the sample by the cellular membranes left 

from the fat cells washing out during the preparation process. 

 

Figure 3.5. Specimen 11-08-A085c, H&E stain, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 3.6 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags J and K depict the data 

collection points on Sample 11-08-A085c, focusing on the denser tissue areas.  Flag 

L is a data collection point taken on fat cells that were washed out during the 

paraffin / deparaffin process. 
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Figure 3.6. Specimen 11-08-A085c, normal right breast tissue. 

3.3.1.1.1. Sample 11-08-A085c, Point J 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point J (see 

Figure 3.7) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Only one 
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region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at this point on 

the sample. 

 

Figure 3.7. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point J Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point J is depicted in 

Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point J Spectra 

3.3.1.1.2. Sample 11-08-A085c, Point K 

The high-magnification 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was also taken at 

Point K (see Figure 3.9) on Sample 11-08-A085c.  Region 1 is a general region of 

interest over the center of the field-of-view; Region 2 is defining a more dense tissue 

area for spectral data collection. 
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Figure 3.9. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point K Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 
Region 2:  concentrated region, normal right breast tissue 

The spectra from the two defined regions of interest on Point K are depicted 

in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point K Spectra 

3.3.1.1.3. Sample 11-08-A085c, Point L 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was taken at Point L on Sample 11-08-

A085c using Spero’s high-magnification objective (see Figure 3.11).  Point L is 

located on a region of fat cells on the specimen, which tends to have lesser spectral 

information.  The fat cells have a tendency to wash out during the tissue sample 

preparation process, which removes most of the little original spectral data from 

that region. 
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Region 1 is a general region of interest over the center of the field-of-view.  

Regions 2 and 3 are focusing on the cellular membranes surrounding the fat cell 

regions. 

 

Figure 3.11. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point L Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal right breast tissue, washed out fat cells 
Region 2, 3:  concentrated regions, normal right breast tissue, 
washed out fat cells 
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The spectra from the three defined regions of interest on Point L are depicted 

in Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12. Specimen 11-08-A085c, Point L Spectra 

3.3.1.2. Specimen 12-12-A095a 

Specimen 12-12-A095a is a 5.80 gram sample from a 28-year-old white 

female.  Figure 3.13 is an image of a sample of the specimen stained with H&E on a 

glass slide.  The pink and purple areas indicate denser areas of the sample; the fat 

cell regions can be faintly seen in areas on the sample by the cellular membranes left 

from the fat cells washing out during the preparation process. 
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Figure 3.13. Specimen 12-12-A095a, H&E stain, normal breast tissue. 

Figure 3.14 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flag O depicts the data 

collection points on Sample 12-12-A095a, focusing on a denser tissue area that will 

have a higher absorption. 
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Figure 3.14. Specimen 12-12-A095a, normal right breast tissue. 
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3.3.1.2.1. Sample 12-12-A095a, Point O 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 12-12-A095a at Point O 

(see Figure 3.15) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Only one 

region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at this point on 

the sample. 

 

Figure 3.15. Specimen 12-12-A095a, Point O Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 
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The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point O is depicted in 

Figure 3.16. 

 

Figure 3.16. Specimen 12-12-A095a, Point O Spectra 

3.3.1.3. Specimen 13-04-A173a 

Specimen 13-04-A173a is a 0.37 gram sample from a 63-year-old black 

female.  Figure 3.17 is an image of a sample of the specimen stained with H&E on a 

glass slide.  This sample has many fat cell regions; the denser parts indicated by the 

pink and purple areas are not as prevalent as the previous breast examples. 
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Figure 3.17. Specimen 13-04-A173a, H&E stain, normal breast tissue. 

Figure 3.18 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags X, Y, and Z depict the 

data collection points on Sample 13-04-A173a, focusing on the denser tissue areas 

that will have a higher absorption. 
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Figure 3.18. Specimen 13-04-A173a, normal breast tissue. 

3.3.1.3.1. Sample 13-04-A173a, Point X 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 13-04-A173a at Point X 

(see Figure 3.19) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Regions 
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1 and 2 are adjacent to washed-out fat cell sections and are defining more dense 

tissue areas for spectral data collection. 

 

Figure 3.19. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point X Regions of Interest 
Regions 1, 2:  normal breast tissue 

The spectra from the two defined regions of interest on Point X are portrayed 

in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point X Spectra 

3.3.1.3.2. Sample 13-04-A173a, Point Y 

The high-magnification 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image was also taken at 

Point Y (see Figure 3.21) on Sample 13-04-A173a.  Only one region of interest was 

needed to capture the spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 3.21. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point Y Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal breast tissue 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point Y is shown in 

Figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.22. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point Y Spectra 

3.3.1.3.3. Sample 13-04-A173a, Point Z 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point Z on Sample 13-

04-A173a can be seen in Figure 3.23.  Regions 1 and 6 are defining more dense 

tissue areas for spectral data collection.  Regions 2 and 3 are focusing on an area 

adjacent to a glandular structure.  The area is the tissue surrounding and defining 

the gland and is embedded in the denser tissue regions.  Region 5 is defining a 

region of interest interior to a glandular structure; low absorption is anticipated in 

Region 5. 
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Figure 3.23. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point Z Regions of Interest 
Regions 1, 6:  normal breast tissue 
Regions 2, 3:  membrane surrounding glandular structure 
Region 5:  interior glandular structure 

The spectra from the five defined regions of interest on Point Z are depicted 

in Figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.24. Specimen 13-04-A173a, Point Z Spectra 

3.3.1.4. Specimen 13-02-A117a 

Specimen 13-02-A117a is a 1.31 gram sample from a 60-year-old white 

female.  Figure 3.25 is an image of a sample of the specimen stained with H&E on a 

glass slide. 
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Figure 3.25. Specimen 13-02-A117a, H&E stain, normal breast tissue. 

Figure 3.26 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags T and U depict the data 

collection points on Sample 13-02-A117a, focusing on the denser tissue areas that 

will have a higher absorption. 
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Figure 3.26. Specimen 13-02-A117a, normal breast tissue. 

3.3.1.4.1. Sample 13-02-A117a, Point T 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 13-02-A117a at Point T 

(see Figure 3.27) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Only one 
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region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at this point on 

the sample. 

 

Figure 3.27. Specimen 13-02-A117a, Point T Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal breast tissue 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point T is portrayed in 

Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.28. Specimen 13-02-A117a, Point T Spectra 

3.3.1.4.2. Sample 13-02-A117a, Point U 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point U on Sample 13-

02-A117a can be seen in Figure 3.29.  Only one region of interest was needed to 

capture the spectral information at this point on the sample. 
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Figure 3.29. Specimen 13-02-A117a, Point U Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  normal breast tissue 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point U is depicted in 

Figure 3.30. 
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Figure 3.30. Specimen 13-02-A117a, Point U Spectra 

 

3.3.2. Malignant Breast Data Acquisition 

Fifteen malignant breast specimens were utilized for this experiment.  

Samples from each specimen were placed on glass slides and CaF2 windows; the 

samples on the glass slides were stained with H&E.  Data for each sample on the 

CaF2 windows were collected on Spero and evaluated in this experiment; the 

locations of the data collection points were first identified on the samples stained 

with H&E.  Each sample had multiple points of data collection; emphasis was placed 
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on areas of denser tissue indicative of tumor growth.  A few key malignant breast 

specimen examples are listed in this section.  Refer to Appendix D for a complete 

listing of malignant breast specimens, including images from the H&E-stained slides, 

the images obtained through Spero’s high-magnification objective, and the spectra 

from each data point collected. 

3.3.2.1. Specimen 13-05-A013h 

Specimen 13-05-A013h is a malignant breast sample from a 64-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 0.98 gram primary malignant breast sample taken 

from the ductal region.  The quality control diagnosis provided by CHTN personnel 

classifies the specimen as invasive malignant ductal adenocarcinoma of the breast.  

The tumor percentage for Specimen 13-05-A013h is identified as 100% tumor. 

The hormonal receptors are diagnosed by CHTN on this specimen as 

estrogen positive and progesterone negative.  The protein receptor HER2 is 

identified as negative. 

An image of a sample from Specimen 13-05-A013h stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 3.31.  The dark purple throughout the image is 

indicative of high cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth.  The 

invasiveness of the tumor is evident throughout the entire tissue sample. 
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Figure 3.31. Specimen 13-05-A013h, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
of the breast 

Figure 3.32 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags M, N, P, Q, and S depict 

the spectral data collection points on Sample 13-05-A013h, focusing on areas of 

higher cell concentration.  Because the flags are duplicating data collection for 

similar regions, we only look at a flags N, P, and S in this section.  Refer to Appendix 

D for the images and spectral data of the remaining malignant regions specified by 

the flag locations seen in Figure 3.32. 
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Figure 3.32. Specimen 13-05-A013h, ductal breast cancer tissue 
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3.3.2.1.1. Sample 13-05-A013h, Point N 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point N (see 

Figure 3.33) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point N’s 

location on Sample 13-05-A013h is targeting one of the sample’s higher cell 

concentration areas, depicted by the dark purple on the H&E stained image.  Two 

regions of interest were collected due to the missing tissue in the region which is 

typical of breast samples.  Region 1 is collecting spectral information over the 

majority of the field-of-view, while Region 2 is focused on a smaller area with more 

concentrated tissue. 
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Figure 3.33. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point N Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
Region 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, concentrated 
region 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point N is shown in 

Figure 3.34.  As is seen throughout the breast specimens, the mid-infrared 

absorbance is often much lower with the breast tissue than the denser and more 

muscular cervical tissue studied in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 3.34. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point N Spectra 

3.3.2.1.2. Sample 13-05-A013h, Point P 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point P on Sample 13-

05-A013h can be seen in Figure 3.35.  Point P is located on the interior of the 

sample, again targeting one of the sample’s higher cell concentration areas.  Similar 

to Point N, two regions of interest were collected due to the missing tissue in the 

region which is typical of breast samples.  Region 1 is collecting spectral information 

over the majority of the field-of-view, while Region 2 is focused on a smaller area 

with more concentrated tissue. 
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Figure 3.35. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point P Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
Region 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, concentrated 
region 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point P is depicted in 

Figure 3.36.  As anticipated due to the small region of interest, Region 2 has more 

noise in the spectrum than Region 1. 
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Figure 3.36. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point P Spectra 

3.3.2.1.3. Sample 13-05-A013h, Point S 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point S on Sample 13-

05-A013h can be seen in Figure 3.37.  Point S is again targeting one of the sample’s 

higher cell concentration areas.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture 

the spectral information at Point S. 
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Figure 3.37. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point S Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point S is depicted in 

Figure 3.38. 
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Figure 3.38. Specimen 13-05-A013h, Point S Spectra 

3.3.2.2. Specimen 12-10-A032f 

Specimen 12-10-A032f is a malignant breast sample from an 80-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 1.33 gram primary malignant breast sample taken 

from the lobular region.  The quality control diagnosis provided by CHTN personnel 

classifies the specimen as malignant lobular adenocarcinoma of the breast.  The 

tumor percentage for Specimen 12-10-A032f is identified as 90% tumor.  The 

specimen was classified as T2N0M0, which means the tissue is Stage II breast cancer 

and the tumor is between 2 and 5 centimeters. 
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The hormonal receptors are diagnosed by CHTN on this specimen as both 

estrogen positive and progesterone positive.  The protein receptor HER2 is 

identified as negative.  An image of a sample from Specimen 12-10-A032f stained 

with H&E on a glass slide is shown in Figure 3.39.  The dark purple throughout the 

specimen is indicative of an invasive tumor growth permeating throughout the 

tissue.  The aggressiveness of the malignant tissue is evident throughout the entire 

tissue sample. 
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Figure 3.39. Specimen 12-10-A032f, H&E stain, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
of the breast 

Figure 3.40 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags D, E, and F depict the 

spectral data collection points on Sample 12-10-A032f, focusing on areas of higher 

cell concentration. 
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Figure 3.40. Specimen 12-10-A032f, lobular breast cancer tissue 

3.3.2.2.1. Sample 12-10-A032f, Point D 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of the specimen at Point D (see 

Figure 3.41) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point D’s 

location on Sample 12-10-A032f is targeting one of the sample’s higher cell 
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concentration areas, depicted by the dark purple on the H&E stained image.  Only 

one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at Point D. 

 

Figure 3.41. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point D Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

The spectrum from the one defined region of interest on Point D is depicted 

in Figure 3.42. 
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Figure 3.42. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point D Spectra 

3.3.2.2.2. Sample 12-10-A032f, Point E 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point E on Sample 12-

10-A032f can be seen in Figure 3.43.  Point E is again focusing on dense cell 

concentration areas that indicate a higher tumor percentage. 

The spectral data collected on Point E was obtained from the region of 

interest identified in Figure 3.43.  The only region of interest from which spectral 

information was collected is located on the central portion of the tissue sample. 
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Figure 3.43. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point E Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

The spectrum from the one defined region of interest on Point E is shown in 

Figure 3.44. 
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Figure 3.44. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point E Spectra 

3.3.2.2.3. Sample 12-10-A032f, Point F 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point F on Sample 12-

10-A032f can be seen in Figure 3.45.  Point F is again focusing on dense cell 

concentration areas that indicate a higher tumor percentage.  The spectral data 

collected at Point F was obtained from the single region of interest identified in 

Figure 3.45. 
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Figure 3.45. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point F Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

The spectrum from the one defined region of interest on Point F is shown in 

Figure 3.46. 
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Figure 3.46. Specimen 12-10-A032f, Point F Spectra 

3.3.2.3. Specimen 08-01-A132u 

Specimen 08-01-A1332u is a malignant breast sample from a 55-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 7.22 gram primary malignant breast sample; this 

specimen was the densest and largest specimen we received, and the Pathology and 

Core Laboratory from Baylor College of Medicine had difficulty fitting the incised 

samples from this specimen on the glass slides and CaF2 windows.  CHTN did not 

include a breast location from which this specimen was removed. 
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The quality control diagnosis provided by CHTN personnel classifies the 

specimen as malignant cystosarcoma phylloides of the breast.  The tumor 

percentage for Specimen 08-01-A1332u is identified as 100% tumor.  The hormonal 

receptors and protein receptor diagnoses were not provided by CHTN with this 

specimen.  This specimen is the only example we received that was classified as 

cystosarcoma phylloides. 

Cystosarcoma phylloides tumors are rare and typically benign; the name 

stems from the leaf-like appearance of the sectioned tissue samples.  Phylloides 

tumors only account for less than 1% of breast tumors, and they are typically large 

growths in comparison to other breast tumors.  Tumors are often misdiagnosed as 

cystosarcoma phylloides, most likely due to the fleshy characteristics of this type of 

tumor.66-69 

Because most cystosarcoma phylloide tumors are benign, the malignant ones 

are especially dangerous and can lead to delayed diagnosis.  Phylloides tumors tend 

to grow quickly but are generally contained within the breast.  Although most 

cystosarcoma phylloides tumors are benign, our sample was diagnosed as 100% 

tumor.67-69 

An image of a sample from Specimen 08-01-A1332u stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 3.47.  The darker regions of purple on the image 

indicate higher areas of cell concentration typically associated with a tumor growth.  

Although the quality control diagnosis was 100% tumor, the H&E sample contains a 
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fair amount of lighter purple or pink staining, indicating less dense areas of cell 

concentration.  However, even the less dense areas are observably different than the 

examples of normal breast tissue samples previously listed in Section 3.3.1. 

 

Figure 3.47. Specimen 08-01-A132u, H&E stain, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 
of the breast 

Figure 3.48 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags I and J depict two 

different spectral data collection points on Sample 08-01-A1332u.  Both of these 
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flags collected spectra in areas of higher cell concentration.  Flag K is a third data 

collection point, although this flag focused on an area of lower cell concentration. 

As can be seen in Figure 3.48, the sample size removed from Specimen 08-

01-A1332u was physically so large that we had difficulty collecting a background 

from the remaining portion of the 25 mm diameter CaF2 window void of tissue.  

Because of the small area that could be utilized as a background, we performed a 

second background in the same location to ensure unwanted artifacts were not 

present. 
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Figure 3.48. Specimen 08-01-A132u, phylloides breast cancer tissue 

3.3.2.3.1. Sample 08-01-A132u, Point I 

Figure 3.49 shows a 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 08-

01-A1332u at Point I.  This image was obtained by utilizing Spero’s high-

magnification objective.  Point I is located towards the exterior of Sample 08-01-
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A1332u, as shown in Figure 3.48.  Point I is targeting one of the sample’s areas of 

higher cell concentration, seen by the dark purple on the H&E stained image.  Only 

one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information at Point I. 

 

Figure 3.49. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point I Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point I is depicted in 

Figure 3.50. 
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Figure 3.50. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point I Spectra 

3.3.2.3.2. Sample 08-01-A132u, Point J 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 08-01-A1332u at Point J 

is seen in Figure 3.51.  This image was obtained via Spero’s high-magnification 

objective.  Point J is located on the interior of Sample 08-01-A132u; Point J is again 

focusing on a dense cell concentration area that indicates a higher tumor 

percentage.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral 

information at Point J. 
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Figure 3.51. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point J Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point J is depicted in 

Figure 3.52. 
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Figure 3.52. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point J Spectra 

3.3.2.3.3. Sample 08-01-A132u, Point K 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 08-01-A1332u at Point 

K is seen in Figure 3.53.  This image was obtained via Spero’s high-magnification 

objective.  Point K is located on the interior of Sample 08-01-A1332u and is 

targeting an area that has less cellular concentration than other regions on the 

sample, which is indicated by the lighter purple or pink coloring of the H&E stained 

image.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral information 

at Point J. 
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Figure 3.53. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point K Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point K is depicted in 

Figure 3.54. 
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Figure 3.54. Specimen 08-01-A132u, Point K Spectra 

3.3.2.4. Specimen 10-10-A177m 

Specimen 10-10-A177m is a malignant breast sample from a 60-year-old 

white female.  The specimen is a 0.68 gram primary malignant breast sample taken 

from the ductal region.  The quality control diagnosis provided by CHTN personnel 

classifies the specimen as malignant ductal adenocarcinoma of the breast.  The 

tumor percentage for Specimen 10-10-A177m is identified as 100% tumor. 

Both hormonal receptors are diagnosed by CHTN on this specimen as 

estrogen negative and progesterone negative.  The protein receptor HER2 is also 
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identified as negative, making this specimen a “triple negative” diagnosis.  This 

specimen is the only one we received that was classified as “triple negative.” 

An image of a sample from Specimen 10-10-A177m stained with H&E on a 

glass slide is shown in Figure 3.55.  The darker regions of purple on the image 

indicate higher areas of cell concentration typically associated with tumor growth.  

The invasiveness of the malignant tumor growth is evident throughout the entire 

tissue sample. 

 

Figure 3.55. Specimen 10-10-A177m, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
of the breast, triple negative 
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Triple negative tumors are a rare and deadly form of breast cancer.  Triple 

negative tumors account for approximately 10% of all malignant breast tumors.  

These tumors are often quite aggressive and commonly recur in patients.  Patients 

with triple negative tumors often do not survive due to late diagnoses.70-78 

Because triple negative tumors do not have a readily identifiable molecular 

target, they can be very difficult to identify due to the void of the common 

biomarkers.  This tumor type typically does not respond to receptor-targeted or 

hormonal treatment programs, which are some of the more common treatment 

programs for breast cancer.  In regards to both identification and treatment, it is 

difficult to target something that does not exist.70-78 

Specimen 10-10-A177m is the most interesting malignant breast sample we have 

due to the triple negative diagnosis.  As previously stated, early detection is one of the 

greatest defenses against cancer.  Triple negative tumors are one of the more dangerous 

forms of breast cancer due to the negative readings on all three main receptors, so they 

often goes undiagnosed in the early stages of cancer. 

According to Dr. Sharma from the University of Kansas Cancer Center, 50-

70% of triple negative tumors have DNA mutations, specifically the BRCA gene.  

Mid-IR detection could provide a unique analysis technique to find triple negative 

tumors by being able to identify these DNA mutations using spectroscopy.75-77 

Figure 3.56 is an image obtained from Spero using the high-magnification 

objective and the mapping feature of the instrument.  Flags U, V, W, and X depict 
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four different spectral data collection points on Sample 10-10-A177m.  Flag U 

identifies a region of high cell concentration; Flags W and X are also targeting high 

cellular concentration regions within the tumor, but the concentration is not as high 

as at Flag U.  Flag V pinpoints an area that may not be part of the malignant tumor; 

the H&E stain seen in Figure 3.55 shows this region as being a deep pink coloring, 

which, although it is not what is typically seen on the tumor portion of a malignant 

breast tissue sample, indicates some abnormality while not necessarily being part of 

the malignant tumor growth. 
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Figure 3.56. Specimen 10-10-A177m, ductal breast cancer tissue, triple negative 

3.3.2.4.1. Sample 10-10-A177m, Point U 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-10-A177m at Point U 

(see Figure 3.57) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point U is 
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located in the midst of one of the densest areas of the malignant cell growth on this 

sample, depicted by the dark purple on the H&E stained image.  Only one region of 

interest was needed to capture the spectral information at Point U. 

 

Figure 3.57. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point U Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 
negative 
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The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point U is depicted in 

Figure 3.58. 

 

Figure 3.58. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point U Spectra 

3.3.2.4.2. Sample 10-10-A177m, Point V 

The high-magnification field-of-view image taken at Point V on Sample 10-

10-A177m can be seen in Figure 3.59.  Point V’s focus is on the portion of tissue that 

does not appear to be part of the malignant growth seen with most typical breast 

tumors on the H & E-stained image; whether or not this portion of the tissue is 
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malignant, though, by observation that portion of the sample’s tissue appears to be 

different than the normal breast tissue seen from the previous section. 

The spectral data collected at Point V was obtained from the regions of 

interest identified in Figure 3.59.  Region 1 is a general region of interest over the 

center of the field-of-view; Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are defining denser tissue 

areas for spectral data collection.  Again, by observation, even the high-

magnification image seen in Figure 3.59 appears to be significantly different than 

the high-magnification images from the normal breast specimens presented in 

Section 3.3.1. 
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Figure 3.59. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point V Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 
negative, transition region 
Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, 
triple negative, condensed transition region 

The spectra from the defined regions of interest on Point V are depicted in 

Figure 3.60. 
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Figure 3.60. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point V Spectra 

3.3.2.4.3. Sample 10-10-A177m, Point W 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-10-A177m at Point 

W (see Figure 3.61) was obtained from Spero’s high-magnification objective.  Point 

W is located in the midst of one of the densest areas of the malignant cell growth on 

this sample, depicted by the dark purple on the H&E stained image.  Two regions of 

interest were obtained to capture the spectral information at Point W.  Region 1 may 

not be quite as dense as Region 2, according to the H & E stain, although the total 
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absorption seen in the spectra in Figure 3.62 is slightly higher for Region 1 than 

Region 2. 

 

Figure 3.61. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point W Regions of Interest 
Regions 1, 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 
negative 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point W is depicted in 

Figure 3.62. 
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Figure 3.62. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point W Spectra 

3.3.2.4.1. Sample 10-10-A177m, Point X 

A 650 x 650 µm field-of-view image taken of Sample 10-10-A177m at Point X 

is seen in Figure 3.63.  This image was obtained via Spero’s high-magnification 

objective.  Point X is located on the interior of Sample 10-10-A177m; Point X is again 

focusing on a dense cell concentration area that indicates a higher tumor 

percentage.  Only one region of interest was needed to capture the spectral 

information at Point X. 
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Figure 3.63. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point X Regions of Interest 
Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 
negative 

The spectrum from the defined region of interest on Point X is depicted in 

Figure 3.64. 
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Figure 3.64. Specimen 10-10-A177m, Point X Spectra 

 

 

3.4. Analysis 

We used the two-tailed T-test to evaluate statistical differences in our results 

since deviations could be in either direction.  Statistical differences were considered 

to be significant at p < 0.05.  All spectra and analysis figures shown were obtained 

from the mean spectra of the individual specimen groups (normal or malignant, 
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ductal or lobular, etc.) and each hormonal and protein receptor groups (estrogen, 

progesterone, and HER2).  Spectra and analysis values shown represent the entire 

experiment. 

3.4.1. Intensity Ratio Parameter Analysis 

Absorbance peak values in the “fingerprint” region similar to the cervical 

specimens were used for intensity ratio parameter analysis on the breast samples.  

The peaks were chosen by a combination of observation and taking into 

consideration which peaks were evaluated from the literary FTIR review described 

in Chapter 1.  All ratios utilized the Amide II peak (1546 cm-1) as the denominator 

and the other selected peak values as the numerator. 

The observed peak that is the most dominant in absorbance is the protein 

Amide I peak at 1658 cm-1, which is mainly attributed to C=O stretching vibration.  

The protein Amide II peak is also significant, which arises from C-N stretching 

vibration coupled with N-H bending vibration. 

Both bands at 1450 cm-1 and 1402 cm-1 arise from CH3 bending modes of 

methyl proteins and lipids; 1450 cm-1 is attributed to asymmetrical bending, and 

1402 cm-1 is attributed to symmetrical bending.  The band at 1334 cm-1 is much less 

prominent that others, but it does show slight increased absorption.  This band is in 

the peptide group and is evident of normal mode symmetry and C-H vibration. 

Amide III is another common protein peak used for investigations, which is 

around 1234 cm-1.  This absorption band is mainly due to asymmetrical phosphate 
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(PO2-) stretching modes of nucleic acids and vibrations of collagen.  The absorption 

peak at 1082 cm-1 is also impacted by nucleic acids and vibration modes in collagen; 

in this band, though, the impact is due to symmetrical stretching of PO2-.  The weak 

absorption seen at 1030 cm-1 is attributed mainly to the C-O vibrational mode and 

the C-O stretching/bending of glycogen. 

The final absorbance band we evaluated was a weak absorbance seen at 962 

cm-1.  This band is in the methyl group, and the absorbance is mainly caused by PO4 

stretching.  We decided to include this band in our analysis because we noticed a 

very slight absorbance seen for the malignant specimens that did not appear to be 

present in the normal specimens. 

3.4.1.1. Normal Comparison:  Ethnicity 

The first comparison which we investigated was evaluating white and black 

breast specimens to see if we could successfully differentiate between ethnicity 

groups.  No other diagnostic histological information was provided by CHTN with 

the normal breast specimens.  Slight variances between white and black ethnicity 

are depicted in the infrared spectra seen in Figure 3.65, with greater absorbance 

throughout the spectra of the black breast specimens. 
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Figure 3.65. IR spectra of ethnic groups, average of normal breast specimens 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 3.65 are shown in Figure 3.66.  The graph shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the spectra specific to the two ethnic groups 

being assessed.  Although no visible absorbance peak was observed at 962 cm-1, we 

included this wavenumber in our analysis because a weak absorbance peak was 

observed in the malignant specimens. 
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Figure 3.66. Mean intensity ratio parameter of normal breast specimens at 
prominent absorbance bands throughout the fingerprint region; ethnic comparisons 

between black and white tissue groups 

Only two intensity ratio groupings showed statistically significant results 

differentiating between white and black normal breast specimens, and only one of 

these ratios was at an absorbance peak.  One of the collagen and glycogen bands, 

1030/1546, showed the only significant dissimilarities between the two ethnic 
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groups.  In our data collection, although this lower wavenumber is not a dominant 

absorbance peak, it does display the greatest and only significant spectral 

differentiation between black and white specimens in intensity ratio parameter 

analysis, with the intensity ratio decreasing with the white tissue specimens.  

Although not an absorbance peak, the methyl band at 962/1546 also displayed 

significant difference between the ratios of the two ethnic specimen groupings. 

We also performed intensity ratio parameter analysis with 1654 as the ratio 

denominator, which yielded similar results.  The only significant ratios were still 

1030/1654 and 962/1654, although the ratio differential was not as substantial as 

the 1546 cm-1 denominator set. 

The intensity ratios showed lower absorption for the white specimens for all 

the seven ratios which we analyzed, which is visually consistent with the spectra 

seen in Figure 3.65.  We expect to be able to differentiate between our preliminary 

black and white specimens by utilizing the area under the curve analysis. 

3.4.1.2. Malignant Comparison:  Ductal, Lobular, and Phylloides 

We also evaluated the ductal, lobular, and phylloides tissue samples on 

normal breast specimens to see if we could successfully differentiate.  Variances are 

portrayed in the mid-infrared spectra seen in Figure 3.67.  We noted that any 

comparison was preliminary in this analysis that involved phylloides specimens for 

the reason that we had an insufficient quantity of phylloides samples available for 
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our spectral data collection; we only received one specimen from CHTN that was 

categorized as phylloides. 

 

Figure 3.67. IR spectra of average of malignant breast specimens, comparing 
phylloides, lobular, and ductal tissue samples 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 3.67 are shown in Figure 3.68.  The plot shows the differences at peak 
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intensity values of various bands in the spectra specific to the three tissue types 

being assessed. 

 

Figure 3.68. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens at 
different bands throughout the fingerprint region, comparing lobular, ductal, and 

phylloides tissue with Amide II as the ratio denominator parameter 
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Although most of three tissue groupings have similar ratios at the eight 

absorbance wavenumbers studied, and no ratio exists that can be utilized to 

differentiate all three tissue groupings, some statistically significant differences do 

exist in four of the ratios that can be used to preliminarily glean discerning factors 

among the three tissue groupings.  One of the more prevalent ratios is due to methyl 

proteins and lipids at 1458/1538, which shows differences between the phylloide 

specimen with both the ductal and lobular specimens.  However, the delta at this 

ratio is not significant enough to distinguish between the ductal and lobular tissues. 

The weak absorbance seen in the peptide band does display some significant 

ratio differences at 1334/1538.  The distinguishable ratios are only between 

phylloide and ductal specimens, however; the lobular tissue samples are not 

distinguishable between either the ductal or phylloide specimens. 

The nucleic acid and collagen band at 1078 cm-1 also shows similar results as 

the methyl protein and lipids ratio; the 1078/1538 ratio differentiates between the 

phylloide specimens and the ductal and lobular specimens.  Again, this ratio is 

unable to distinguish between lobular and ductal specimens. 

Finally, methyl band at 962 cm-1 reveals some significant results.  Although 

the ductal specimens are indistinguishable between either lobular or phylloides 

tissues, the ratio does distinguish between lobular and phylloide.  While this 

difference can be identified in the 1458/1538 ratio, this ratio provides another 

supporting data point. 
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In the investigation of comparing phylloides, ductal, and lobular malignant 

specimens, the Amide I band as the denominator in the ratio analysis actually 

presents slightly better results than the Amide II band in the denominator value, 

which can be seen in Figure 3.69.  Five of the ratios present some statistical 

significance compared to the four ratios utilizing the Amide II denominator 

previously discussed. 
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Figure 3.69. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens at 
different bands throughout the fingerprint region, comparing lobular, ductal, and 

phylloides tissue with Amide I as the ratio denominator parameter 

The methyl protein and lipids bands again display the greatest prevalence in 

this analysis; utilizing the Amide I band as the denominator, however, makes both 

1458/1654 and 1390/1654 ratios significant.  The 1458/1654 ratio again displays 

differences between the phylloide and the ductal specimens as well as phylloide and 
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lobular specimens; however, statistical significance is not demonstrated between 

the ductal and lobular tissues.  The other ratio that utilizes the methyl protein and 

lipid band at 1390/1654 distinguishes between ductal and phylloide tissue.  This 

ratio is not able to differentiate lobular tissue from the other two tissue types, 

though. 

The weak absorbance seen in the peptide band also displays significant ratio 

differences at 1334/1654.  The ratios distinguish between ductal and phylloide 

specimens and ductal and lobular specimens.  1334/1654 is the only ratio that 

allowed ductal tissue samples to be discernable from both lobular and phylloide 

samples. 

The ratio with the nucleic acid and the collagen Amide III protein band as the 

numerator parameter also showed results of some significance.  This absorbance 

intensity ratio at 1234/1654 differentiates only between the ductal and phylloide 

specimens; lobular tissue samples do not show significant ratio differences that 

distinguish from the other two tissue groupings. 

The final ratio that showed any significance was with the methyl band 962 

cm-1 in the numerator.  This ratio showed significant differences between the 

lobular and both the phylloide and ductal specimens, which provides greater 

distinction than with the 1538 cm-1 denominator data set. 
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3.4.1.3. Malignant Comparison:  Receptors 

After comparing the malignant breast tissue types (ductal, lobular, and 

phylloide), we evaluated the hormonal and protein differences present in these 

specimens.  The three primary markers utilized in breast cancer diagnostics are the 

hormonal receptors estrogen (ER) and progesterone (PR) and the protein receptor 

HER2; the associated specimens’ spectra are seen in Figure 3.70.  Being limited by 

the diagnostics provided by CHTN with our specimens, we only evaluated the 

following three receptor categories:  ER+/PR+/HER2-, ER+/PR-/HER2-, and ER-

/PR-/HER2- (triple negative). 
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Figure 3.70. IR spectra of average of malignant breast specimens, comparing 
hormonal and protein receptors 

A visual comparison of the infrared spectra of the three receptors revealed 

no remarkable observable differences in the data.  The triple negative specimen 

(ER-/PR-/HER2-) appears to have slightly higher absorbance in the collagen and 

Amide III bands, although the analysis will reveal definitive variances. 
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The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 3.70 are shown in Figure 3.71.  The plot shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the spectra specific to the three hormonal and 

protein receptors being assessed.  As with our previous breast analysis, we initially 

utilized the Amide II peak at 1538 cm-1 in the ratios’ denominator, then performed 

another intensity ratio parameter analysis with the Amide I peak at 1654 cm-1 in the 

denominator. 
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Figure 3.71. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens with 
Amide II as denominator at different bands throughout the fingerprint region, 

comparing specimen diagnosis of the two hormonal receptors estrogen (ER) and 
progesterone (PR) and the protein receptor HER2 

Although most of three tissue groupings have similar ratios at the eight 

absorbance wavenumbers studied, and no ratio exists that can be utilized to 

differentiate all three tissue groupings, some statistically significant differences do 

exist in five of the ratios that can be used to glean discerning factors among the 
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three tissue groupings.  The two collagen ratios show the greatest distinguishing 

ratios between specimen groupings. 

The absorbance seen in the methyl protein and lipid band and the Amide III 

protein band display ratios at 1398/1538 and 1234/1538, respectively, that 

distinguish between the triple negative specimen and the specimens diagnosed as 

ER+/PR-/HER2-.  In both cases, the triple negative tissue sample cannot be 

separated from the ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens with significance. 

The weak absorbance ratio at 1334/1538 due to the peptide group shows 

significant differentiation between the tissues diagnosed as ER+/PR-/HER2- with 

both the triple negative specimen and the specimens diagnosed as ER+/PR+/HER2-.  

We were not able to successfully detect between the triple negative and 

ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens at this intensity ratio parameter. 

The two collagen groups at 1078 cm-1 and 1030 cm-1 showed greater 

differentiation between the ratios.  We were able to discriminate between the triple 

negative specimen and the ER+/PR-/HER2- specimens by utilizing the 1078/1538 

ratio, although we could not distinguish the ER+/PR+/HER2- samples from either of 

the other two.  The weak collagen absorbance at the 1030/1538 ratio showed 

difference from the ER+/PR-/HER2- tissue samples with both the triple negative 

and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens.  As with the 1398/1538 ratio, though, we could 

not also differentiate between the triple negative and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens. 
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In the peak intensity ratio analysis of receptor comparison, the Amide I band 

as the denominator in the ratio analysis actually presents substantially better 

results than the Amide II band in the denominator value, which can be seen in 

Figure 3.72.  Although we found statistically significant results in only five of the 

eight ratios, similar to the Amide II denominator analysis, the results were much 

improved. 
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Figure 3.72. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens with 
Amide I as denominator at different bands throughout the fingerprint region, 

comparing specimen diagnosis of the two hormonal receptors estrogen (ER) and 
progesterone (PR) and the protein receptor HER2 

We were able to gather relevant information from the ratio analysis in five of 

the eight ratios that we used to extract discerning factors among the three types of 

specimens being analyzed.  The same ratios that utilized Amide II in the 

denominator contained relevant information; however, greater differences existed 
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and more of the tissue samples were discernable within these ratios.  In fact, for the 

first time we were actually able to separate the triple negative specimen from the 

other two tissue specimen types. 

We were not able to utilize either the Amide II protein band at 1538 cm-1 or 

the methyl protein and lipid band with asymmetrical bending at 1458 cm-1 ratio to 

differentiate specimens with different receptor diagnosis.  However, the methyl 

protein and lipid band with symmetrical bending at 1398 cm-1 did utilize relevant 

information.  We were able to identify ER+/PR-/HER2- samples from the triple 

negative and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens; we were not, however, able to 

differentiate the triple negative and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens from each other. 

The Amide III protein band ratio at 1234/1654 also showed significant 

differences between ratios to allow us to differentiate between ER+/PR-/HER2- and 

the triple negative and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens but not between the triple 

negative and ER+/PR+/HER2- specimens.  Likewise, both collagen band ratios at 

1078/1654 and 1030/1654 revealed the same results of being able to identify the 

samples diagnosed as ER+/PR-/HER2- from the other two specimen types but not 

being able to differentiate between the triple negative specimen and the tissue 

samples diagnosed as ER+/PR+/HER2-. 

The final ratio showing significant differences is 1334/1654, which is the 

weak absorbance due to the peptide group.  Not only is this ratio the only one that 

we were able to utilize to segregate the triple negative specimen, we were also able 
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to segregate the other two specimen diagnosis types.  We were still able to clearly 

differentiate ER+/PR+/HER2-, ER+/PR-/HER2-, and ER-/PR-/HER2- from each 

other with significance. 

We were anticipating the possibility of being able to identify specific 

influences from each hormone and protein receptor.  However, based on the results 

we gathered and developed in the intensity ratio parameter analysis, we were 

unable to extract data specific to the individual receptors. 

3.4.1.4. Malignant Comparison:  Ethnicity 

We next compared the mean spectral data between malignant specimens 

ethnically grouped by CHTN.  Similar to the normal specimens, the expectation of 

the data sets had been very similar spectra between the two malignant sample 

types, but overall absorbance intensity can be observed in Figure 3.73 between the 

white and black infrared spectra.  We anticipate this observed variation to be most 

prevalent in the area-under-the-curve analysis (refer to Section 3.4.2), although we 

still expect relevant results in the intensity ratio parameter analysis; greater 

absorbance is observed throughout the spectra of the white specimens. 
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Figure 3.73. IR spectra of average of malignant breast specimens, comparing 
ethnicity 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 3.73 are shown in Figure 3.74.  The plot shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the infrared spectra specific to the two ethnic 

groups being assessed.  Several of the ratios displayed in the plot show significant 
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differences between white and black malignant specimens, which, in comparison, 

only two ratios in the normal comparison displayed similar substantial differences. 

 

Figure 3.74. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens at 
prominent absorbance bands throughout the fingerprint region; ethnic comparisons 

between black and white tissue specimens 
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Seven of the eight bands analyzed revealed significant ratio differences.  The 

only group that did not show significant difference was the 1654/1538 band, which 

was due to the Amide I/Amide II protein bands.  All the other bands demonstrated 

an ability to significantly discriminate between white and black malignant breast 

specimens. 

Although we performed intensity ratio parameter analysis with both the 

Amide I and Amide II protein bands as the denominator, and each analysis data set 

showed the same set of ratios as showing differences significant enough to be used 

to differentiate white and black malignant specimens, the differences between white 

and black specimen ratios were much greater with Amide I as the denominator, as 

can be seen in shown in Figure 3.75.  Similar to the Amide II denominator analysis 

set, the only band that did not show significance between white and black specimen 

mean intensity absorbance ratios was 1538/1654, which was due to the Amide 

II/Amide I protein bands.  All the other bands demonstrated an ability to 

differentiate with significance between white and black malignant breast specimens. 
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Figure 3.75. Mean intensity ratio parameter of malignant breast specimens at 
prominent absorbance bands throughout the fingerprint region; ethnic comparisons 

between black and white tissue specimens 

The spectra showed considerably higher absorbance for the white malignant 

specimens, and the mean ratios also showed consistently higher value for each 

white specimen ratio analyzed.  We also expect to be able to clearly differentiate 
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between these two ethnic groups by utilizing the area under the curve analysis in 

Section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1.5. Breast Tissue Comparison:  Normal vs. Malignant 

The final intensity ratio comparison we investigated was evaluating normal 

versus malignant breast specimens.  During this analysis, we compared the ethnicity 

of normal and malignant; we also specifically looked at the triple negative specimen 

due to the diagnostic difficulties associated with these receptor readings.  In the 

normal and malignant comparison, we evaluated the following collections:  normal 

white vs. malignant white, normal black vs. malignant black, and cumulative normal 

vs. cumulative malignant.  We then extracted the triple negative results from the 

cumulative malignant breast data and compared that specimen data to the rest of 

the malignant data and the cumulative normal data. 

3.4.1.5.1. Ethnicity 

After analyzing breast specimen ethnicity within normal tissue samples and 

malignant tissue specimens, we compared the ethnicity between normal and 

malignant samples.  The comparisons were broken down as depicted in Figure 3.76. 
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Figure 3.76. Normal and malignant breast tissue comparison.  (Left Column) IR 
spectra of normal and malignant breast specimens.  (Right Column) Mean intensity 

ratio parameter of normal and malignant breast specimens at different bands 
throughout the fingerprint region. 

ROWS:  (Top) White breast specimens. (Bottom) Black breast specimens. 

Comparing the infrared spectra of the white breast specimens reveals similar 

spectra throughout the evaluated range with the exception of the collagen and 
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glycogen bands.  Essentially, in the range below the Amide III protein band, the 

white normal samples have lower absorbance than the white malignant samples.  

The normal black samples, however, have significantly higher absorbance 

throughout the entire spectra compared to the malignant black samples.  We expect 

the results to be more evident in the Area-Under-the-Curve analysis performed in 

Section 3.4.2. 

The intensity ratio parameter analysis shows six ratios as having significant 

differences between malignant and normal white specimens when utilizing the 

Amide I protein band as the denominator.  Two ratios affected by methyl proteins, 

1450/1654 and 960/1654, allow us to differentiate between normal and malignant 

white samples.  We were not able to distinguish between normal and cancer 

samples utilizing the symmetrical bending of the methyl proteins and lipids at 

1402/1654, however. 

We were also able to identify malignant from normal white tissue for both 

collagen and glycogen ratios at 1082/1654 and 1030/1654.  In addition, the peptide 

group at 1334 cm-1 and the Amide III protein at 1234 cm-1 also allow us to identify 

the malignant samples from the normal samples.  The only other identifying ratio 

we were not able to utilize was the Amide II protein at 1546/1654.  These results 

were expected, though, as this ratio has not proved to be as useful in identification 

throughout our intensity ratio parameter analysis. 
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When we analyzed these ratios with the Amide II protein band in the 

denominator, the results only revealed the two collagen and glycogen bands at 1082 

cm-1 and 1030 cm-1 and the one methyl protein band at 962 cm-1 to show any 

significant differences between normal and malignant tissue.  The other five ratios 

did not demonstrate statistically significant differences. 

Evaluating the black tissue specimens revealed much more distinction 

between the normal and malignant tissue groupings when employing the Amide I 

protein band in the denominator.  In fact, we were able to use all but one of the 

ratios to distinguish between normal and malignant samples.  The only ratio that did 

not have a significant difference was the nucleic acid and collagen band at 

1080/1654.  All other seven ratios evaluated in this intensity ratio parameter 

analysis showed significant distinction between the normal and malignant black 

tissue samples, and the differences between ratios showed much greater variances 

between normal and malignant than we saw with the white specimens.  When we 

analyzed these ratios with the Amide II protein band in the denominator, the results 

revealed two ratios that could not be used to distinguish, the collagen and glycogen 

band at 1030 cm-1 and the methyl protein band at 962 cm-1. 

3.4.1.5.2. Cumulative 

After comparing the normal and malignant white samples and the normal 

and malignant black samples, we analyzed all the normal and malignant breast 

samples cumulatively, the spectra of which can be seen in Figure 3.77.  Our 
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expectations were that we would clearly be able to distinguish between normal and 

malignant specimens. 

 

Figure 3.77. IR spectra comparing total cumulative normal and malignant breast 
specimens 

The ratios of the mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the spectra in 

Figure 3.77 are shown in Figure 3.78.  The plot shows the differences at peak 

intensity values of various bands in the infrared spectra specific to the normal and 
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malignant specimens being assessed.  The collagen, glycogen, and methyl protein 

bands in the lower wavenumbers below Amide III reveal higher absorbance for the 

malignant samples; however, the higher wavenumbers from Amide III through 

Amide I show higher absorbance for the normal specimens.  We expect the results to 

be more evident in the Area-Under-the-Curve analysis performed in Section 3.4.2. 

 

Figure 3.78. Mean intensity ratio parameter comparing normal and malignant 
breast specimens at prominent absorbance bands throughout the fingerprint region 
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When utilizing the Amide I peak as the ratio’s denominator, six of the eight 

bands analyzed revealed significant ratio differences.  The only two ratios that did 

not show significant differences between normal and malignant samples were the 

Amide II protein band at 1538 cm-1 and the symmetrical bending methyl protein at 

1390 cm-1. 

Two ratios affected by methyl proteins, 1458/1654 and 962/1654, allowed 

us to differentiate between normal and malignant specimens.  In fact, the band at 

1458 cm-1 showed the greatest significance in clear differentiation of ratios of 

absorbance peaks.  As expected from the absorbance spectra seen in Figure 3.77, the 

methyl protein band at 962 cm-1 showed the malignant ratio to be higher than the 

normal ratio. 

We were also able to clearly identify malignant from normal tissue for both 

collagen and glycogen ratios at 1078/1654 and 1030/1654, respectively, which 

again, consistent with the IR spectra, revealed higher peak intensity ratios for the 

malignant samples.  The final two peak intensity ratio parameters we utilized to 

differentiate between normal and malignant tissue samples were the peptide group 

at 1334 cm-1 and the Amide III protein at 1234 cm-1. 

All six of the peak intensity ratio parameters previously identified with 

Amide I in the denominator had clear and consistent significant differences between 

normal and malignant specimens.  When we analyzed these ratios with the Amide II 

protein band in the denominator, however, the preliminary results were not as 
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distinguishable as with Amide I as the denominator.  Only four of the eight 

parameters demonstrated any statistically significant differences between normal 

and malignant tissue, which were the two methyl protein parameters at 1458/1538 

and 962/1538 and the two collagen and glycogen influences at 1078/1538 and 

1030/1538. 

3.4.1.5.3. Triple Negative 

The final intensity ratio parameter analysis comparison we made focused 

specifically on the one triple negative tissue specimen due to the diagnostic 

challenges associated with tissue with these receptor indicators.  Specifically, 

comparing the triple negative specimen with the normal breast specimens was the 

focus to evaluate the diagnostic capabilities of IR spectroscopy; we also compared 

the results to all the non-triple negative malignant specimens.  In this analysis of the 

triple negative specimen, all references to “malignant specimens” or “malignant 

samples” are referring to all malignant specimens except the triple negative sample, 

unless otherwise specified.  Again, since we were only able to acquire one triple 

negative specimen from CHTN, our results at this point are very preliminary. 

Slight visual variances are depicted in the absorbance intensity seen in 

Figure 3.79, which are the mean spectra of the malignant and normal tissue 

specimens and the triple negative spectrum.  The average absorbance can be seen to 

be greater in the normal tissue throughout the fingerprint region with the exception 

of the collagen and glycogen bands around 1025 cm-1 and 1080 cm-1, which is 
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significantly lower than the malignant samples.  We anticipated these bands would 

show the greatest significance when comparing the intensity ratio parameters. 

 

Figure 3.79. IR spectra comparing average absorbance of normal, malignant 
(excluding triple negative), and triple negative breast tissue specimens 

The ratios of the primary mean intensity absorbance peaks seen in the 

spectra in Figure 3.79 are shown in Figure 3.80.  We first utilized Amide II as the 
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denominator value.  The plot shows the differences at peak intensity ratio values of 

various bands in the spectra specific to the normal and malignant tissue samples.  

Three of the eight peak ratios distinguish between the normal specimens and the 

triple negative specimen; one shows significant difference among all three groups 

(normal, malignant excluding triple negative, and triple negative). 
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Figure 3.80. Mean intensity ratio parameter of breast specimens at different bands 
throughout the fingerprint region for normal, malignant (excluding triple negative), 

and triple negative specimens with the Amide II protein as the denominator 
parameter 

The asymmetrical bending methyl protein and lipid ratio, 1450/1538, 

differentiated between the normal and malignant specimens.  The Amide III protein 

ratio at 1234/1538 also showed significant difference between the malignant and 
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triple negative specimens.  No other significant differences were observed in these 

two ratios. 

Both the methyl protein ratio at 970/1538 and the glycogen ratio at 

1030/1538 distinguished between normal and malignant specimens and, more 

importantly, between the normal and the triple negative specimens.  Furthermore, 

we were able to successfully differentiate among all three of the normal, malignant, 

and triple negative specimens by utilizing the collagen ratio band at 1078/1538.  

The results of these three ratios were expected due to the variances seen in the 

Figure 3.79 spectra. 

After performing intensity ratio parameter analysis with the Amide II protein 

as the denominator parameter, we performed the same analysis with the Amide I 

protein in the denominator, the results which are depicted in Figure 3.81.  The plot 

again shows the differences at peak intensity ratio values of various bands in the 

spectra specific to the normal, malignant, and triple negative tissue samples with 

differing results from the previous analysis.  Five of the eight peak ratios distinguish 

between the normal specimens and the triple negative specimen, and one peak 

displays significant difference among all three groups (normal, malignant excluding 

triple negative, and triple negative). 
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Figure 3.81. Mean intensity ratio parameter of breast specimens at different bands 
throughout the fingerprint region for normal, malignant (excluding triple negative), 

and triple negative specimens with the Amide I protein as the denominator 
parameter 

The Amide III protein ratio at 1234/1654 displayed significant difference 

between the normal and malignant specimens and the malignant and triple negative 
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specimens.  However, we were unable to discriminate the normal and triple 

negative specimens at this ratio. 

We were able to use four ratios to differentiate between normal and 

malignant specimens and normal and triple negative specimens.  The first was the 

1450/1654 ratio due to asymmetrical bending of methyl protein and lipids; the 

second peak intensity ratio parameter was 1334/1654, which is affected by the 

peptide group.  The third and fourth ratios were 1030/1654 and 970/1654, which 

are influenced by glycogen and methyl protein, respectively. 

The nucleic acid and collagen band at 1078/1654 was the only ratio with the 

Amide I protein as the denominator factor that was able to distinguish among 

normal, malignant, and triple negative samples with significance.  The 1078 cm-1 

absorbance band is influenced mainly by nucleic acids and collagen.  The analysis 

results were expected from visual observation of the spectra in Figure 3.79 that 

portrayed differences in the spectra. 

3.4.2. Area-Under-the-Curve Analysis 

The area-under-the-curve (AUC) provides insight to absorbance intensity 

differences between spectra that are scaled similarly throughout the spectrum 

range, thus rendering the intensity ratio parameter analysis ineffective.  The area-

under-the-curve was calculated using the trapezoid rule. 
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The AUC was calculated for the spectra of all three malignant breast tissue 

types we investigated (ductal, lobular, and phylloides).  In Table 3.3, we can see the 

AUC differential between the three categories. 

 

 
Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
Ductal Lobular Phylloides 

Malignant 126.99 140.61 147.06 

Table 3.3. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of malignant ductal, 
lobular, and phylloides breast tissue samples. 

 

The malignant tissue samples show significant variance among the AUCs to 

be able to discriminate the ductal specimens from the lobular and phylloides 

specimens.  However, we were unable to distinguish the lobular and phylloides 

samples. 

The AUC was also calculated for the spectra of the three receptor categories 

previously analyzed, which were the two hormonal receptors estrogen and 

progesterone and the protein receptor HER2.  Table 3.4 shows the AUC differential 

between the three receptors.  After calculating the AUCs, we were unable to 

differentiate between any of the receptors.  This result was not unexpected due to 

the similar receptor spectra graphed in Section 3.4.1.3. 
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Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
ER+/PR+/HER2- ER+/PR-/HER2- ER-/PR-/HER2- 

Malignant 119.29 117.45 124.76 

Table 3.4. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of hormonal and 
protein receptors in malignant breast tissue samples. 

 

We then calculated the AUC for normal white, normal black, malignant white, 

and malignant black breast tissue samples.  We also included a category of all 

normal and all malignant breast specimens to compare.  Table 3.5 displays this AUC 

data and the differences between these similar groupings. 

 

 
Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
White Black Cumulative 

Normal 130.27 144.89 133.52 
Malignant 135.40 101.29 133.75 

Table 3.5. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of white, black, and 
total number of specimens of normal and malignant breast tissue samples. 

 

We were able to evaluate the AUC data and isolate the normal white 

specimens and the normal black tissue specimens.  We were also able to 
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discriminate the malignant black specimens from the malignant white specimens 

based on the AUC. 

We then started assessing the normal and malignant comparisons; we were 

able to significantly differentiate between normal black and malignant black breast 

specimens.  The differential between the normal and malignant black specimens 

was the greatest difference in our analysis.  We were also able to categorize the 

malignant black from normal white specimens.  No other identifications could be 

made using AUC analysis.  We expected to be able to differentiate between all 

specimen groups based on initial visual inspection of the spectra.  However, we 

were unable to make a distinction between normal white and malignant white 

specimens and, more importantly, the AUC differential between the aggregate 

specimens of normal and malignant breast tissues did not allow us to definitively 

separate. 

Finally, the AUC shown in Table 3.6 was calculated for the mean infrared 

spectra of the all the normal and malignant breast tissue samples.  The emphasis for 

this analysis was to distinguish the triple negative specimen from the other 

specimens; the AUC for the malignant samples excludes the triple negative 

specimen. 
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Area-Under-the-Curve 

 
Normal Malignant (excluding 3 Neg) Triple Negative 

Total Breast Specimens 133.52 134.98 126.39 

Table 3.6. Area-under-the-curve for the mean infrared spectra of normal and 
malignant breast tissue samples with emphasis on triple negative specimen. 

 

We were not able to identify the triple negative specimen from the normal or 

malignant samples using the AUC analysis technique.  Although there is slightly 

higher absorbance throughout the IR spectra, the difference between the AUC of the 

triple negative specimen and the normal samples was still not considered 

significant. 

3.4.3. Frequency Shift Analysis 

Frequency shift analysis can only be tentatively performed with the current 

data set; spectral data collection with a resolution greater than 4 cm-1 is needed to 

more fully exploit this analysis technique.  However, some preliminary results with 

the current spectral data set can be defined. 

No significant frequency shift occurred between any of the absorbance peaks 

we evaluated in the white and black normal specimens.  Two malignant absorbance 

peaks, the methyl protein (symmetrical bending) at 1394 cm-1 and the methyl 

protein band at 962 cm-1, did display a frequency shift between the black and white 

samples.  The malignant white specimens’ absorbance at 1394 cm-1 for the 
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symmetrical methyl protein blue shifted from the malignant black specimens’ 

absorbance at 1386 cm-1.  In contrast, the absorbance at 962 cm-1 of the methyl 

protein for the malignant white samples red shifted from the malignant black 

samples’ absorbance at 970 cm-1. 

Although we were not able to identify the lobular and ductal samples from 

each other by using the frequency shift analysis technique, we were able to make a 

preliminary distinction of the phylloides samples from both the ductal and lobular 

samples.  The phylloides absorbance at 1446 cm-1 due to the asymmetrical bending 

of methyl protein and lipids is red shifted by approximately 12 to 16 wavenumbers 

from both the ductal and lobular samples at 1458 cm-1 and 1462 cm-1, respectively.  

The phylloides Amide III absorbance peak at 1230 cm-1 is also red shifted from the 

ductal samples that have an Amide III absorbance peak at 1238 cm-1; however, no 

significant frequency shift occurs between the lobular and phylloides samples.  

Finally, the phylloides methyl protein absorbance peak at 970 cm-1 is blue shifted 

from the lobular samples that have a methyl protein absorbance peak of 962 cm-1; 

however, no significant frequency shift occurs between the ductal and phylloides 

samples. 

We were also able to preliminarily identify significant frequency shifts of the 

hormonal and protein receptors.  The triple negative specimen, ER-/PR-/HER2-, 

showed an approximate 8 and 12 wavenumber red shift at both asymmetrical 1450 

cm-1 and symmetrical 1386 cm-1 methyl protein and lipid absorbance bands, 

respectively, from the ER+/PR+/HER2- (1458 cm-1 and 1398 cm-1) and the ER+/PR-
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/HER2- (1458 cm-1 and 1398 cm-1) specimens.  At the Amide III protein absorbance 

peak, the triple negative specimen blue shifted by approximately 8 cm-1 to 1238 cm-1 

from the ER+/PR-/HER2- samples, which had peak absorbance at 1230 cm-1.  

Finally, the ER+/PR-/HER2- samples also blue shifted at the methyl protein 

wavelength by approximately 8 cm-1 to 970 cm-1 from both the ER+/PR+/HER2 and 

triple negative specimens at 962 cm-1. 

We were able to identify three absorbance peak frequency shifts in the white 

samples that allowed us to classify the tissue as either malignant or normal 

specimens.  The most prevalent peak was the Amide II absorbance peak, which 

displayed an 8 cm-1 red shift from the normal to the malignant spectra (1546 cm-1 to 

1538 cm-1).  A similar red shift of 8 cm-1 occurred at the symmetrical bending of the 

methyl protein and lipids (1402 cm-1 normal spectra to 1394 cm-1 malignant 

spectra), whereas the asymmetrical bending band blue shifted from 1450 cm-1 to 

1458 cm-1 in the normal to the malignant samples. 

Two absorbance peaks showed frequency shifts significant enough for us to 

distinguish normal and malignant black specimens.  Similar to the white specimens, 

the methyl protein symmetrical bending absorbance peak red shifted from the 

normal samples at 1402 cm-1 to the malignant samples at 1386 cm-1.  On the 

contrary, the methyl protein absorbance peak blue shifted from 962 cm-1 for the 

normal spectra to 970 cm-1 for the malignant spectra. 
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When we evaluated all the normal specimens and all the malignant 

specimens using frequency shift analysis, we identified three absorbance peaks that 

shifted significantly enough for us to make preliminary assessments based on the 

results.  The malignant asymmetrical methyl protein and lipid absorbance peak blue 

shifted 8 cm-1 to 1458 cm-1 from the normal absorbance peak at 1450 cm-1, whereas 

the malignant symmetrical methyl protein and lipid absorbance peak red shifted 12 

cm-1 to 1390 cm-1 from the normal absorbance peak at 1402 cm-1.  The malignant 

samples also red shifted from the normal samples most notably due to the sharp 

absorbance peaks for the Amide II protein; our analysis showed the shift was 8 cm-1, 

from 1546 cm-1 to 1538 cm-1. 

The final analysis we performed was looking at the frequency shifts between 

the mean spectra of the normal specimens and the triple negative specimen.  (No 

significant shift was evident between the triple negative and the remaining 

malignant specimens.)  Three absorbance peaks showed a significant red shift from 

the normal spectra to the triple negative spectrum.  The triple negative absorbance 

peaks for the symmetrical methyl protein and lipid and the nucleic acid and collagen 

both red shifted from the normal spectra by 8 cm-1, from 1402 cm-1 to 1386 cm-1 and 

1082 cm-1 to 1074 cm-1, respectively. 

However, the most observable results of the frequency shift analysis, mainly 

due to the high absorbance and the clearly identified peak, was caused by the Amide 

II protein absorbance.  The triple negative specimen red shifted in the spectra; our 

analysis showed the shift was 16 cm-1, from 1546 cm-1 to 1530 cm-1.  The Amide II 
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frequency shift was the most distinguishable; the absorbance peak also displayed a 

frequency shift in a visual observation of the spectra in Section 3.4.1.5.3.  The Amide 

II frequency shift was the most identifiable peak shift throughout the frequency shift 

analysis with all our specimens. 

3.5. Discussion / Conclusion 

Mid-infrared spectroscopy has demonstrated an ability to provide biological 

information for breast tissues that is inaccessible or more difficult to acquire with 

other techniques.  Daylight Solutions’ Spero instrument provided vast 

improvements over the standard FTIR spectrometer in the speed with which we 

collected the data and in the quality of our data collection. 

In this chapter, we collected spectral data on a number of breast tissue 

samples, both malignant and normal.  We focused on spectral differences between 

ethnic groups, specifically white and black tissue samples, for both the normal and 

malignant specimens.  We did not utilize other ethnic specimens due to small 

sample size.  We also focused on the three main receptors typically utilized in breast 

cancer diagnosis and the location of the sample removed from the breast (lobular, 

ductal, etc.).  Finally, during our normal and malignant breast comparisons, we also 

focused on the one triple negative specimen we obtained from CHTN. 

We were able to focus and pinpoint our data collection techniques to exact 

locations on the breast samples by the following:  (1) obtaining H & E stains of an 
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excised interior sample of each specimen and locating areas of interest, (2) taking an 

adjacent excised sample with which to collect spectral data on Spero, and (3) 

utilizing the mapping feature on Spero to match the location of interest previously 

defined on the H & E stain.  The standard FTIR instrument would not have been able 

to collect such specific spectral data because of the inability to pinpoint data 

collection sites.  The areas of fat cells on the breast samples do not have strong 

absorbance characteristics in the mid-infrared region, but the standard FTIR 

instrument has difficulty being able to differentiate between the fat cell and the 

other breast tissue regions on the samples to be able to collect valid absorbance 

spectral data. 

We collected numerous images and spectra from each breast specimen; some 

of the examples of these data assemblages are shown in this chapter and in 

Appendix C and Appendix D.  Because such a wide variety of histology diagnostic 

information was included with the tissue specimens, we focused our efforts on 

comparing ethnicities between normal and malignant samples, specimen extraction 

locations on malignant samples, and hormonal and protein receptors on malignant 

samples.  For our preliminary analysis using Daylight Solutions’ Spero microscope, 

we used the following three analysis techniques:  intensity ratio parameter analysis, 

area-under-the-curve analysis, and frequency shift analysis. 

Our preliminary results enabled us to differentiate between black and white 

normal breast tissue samples by analyzing the spectral data sets using intensity 

ratio parameter analysis.  This initial analysis proved effective with our data at 
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wavenumbers 1030 cm-1 and 962 cm-1 with both Amide I and Amide II as the 

denominator parameter.  However, because the six other ratios in the analysis set 

were not significant, calculating the area-under-the-curve for each spectrum 

provided further confirmation with our preliminary results in the normal white and 

black breast tissue differentiation.  The mean spectra of the black normal breast 

specimens visibly had clear lower absorbance than the white specimens throughout 

the entire mid-infrared spectral range investigated in our preliminary research; 

thus, the AUC initial analysis results were expected and proved to be the most 

effective analysis technique in this case.  Frequency shift analysis did not allow us to 

discern between white and black normal samples due to the low resolution of our 

data sampling and the close similarity of the mean spectra. 

Preliminary results show we may also be able to identify the black and white 

malignant specimens via all three analysis techniques.  Visible inspection of the 

spectra reveal significantly lower absorbance for the black malignant specimens 

throughout the entire spectrum evaluated, and the most effective analysis tool was 

the AUC because the delta between the two areas was so significant.  In addition, all 

ratios we evaluated during our initial intensity ratio parameter analysis 

distinguished the black and white specimens with the exception of the Amide 

I/Amide II ratio and the Amide II/Amide I ratio.  Finally, although less effective than 

the other two analysis techniques, frequency shift analysis also provided tentative 

results with two frequencies that allowed us to differentiate.  Clear distinguishing 
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marks between white and black malignant samples were identified throughout all 

our preliminary analysis. 

We were able to preliminarily identify the different types of malignant breast 

tissue (ductal, lobular, or phylloides) when we analyzed the spectral data results.  

We were successful classifying the three tissue types with our initial intensity ratio 

parameter analysis.  In fact, with the Amide I absorbance peak as the denominator 

parameter, we identified one ratio per tissue type that specifically identified that 

tissue from the other two.  In other words, the 1458/1654 ratio isolated phylloides 

tissue, the 1334/1654 ratio separated ductal samples, and 962/1654 identified 

lobular samples from the other two.  Further information was available with this 

analysis that we identified in Section 3.4.1.2, but the most important results are 

summarized here. 

Visual observation of the preliminary malignant breast spectra also 

determined the ductal tissue spectrum had lower absorbance that the lobular and 

phylloides spectra, and AUC analysis gave us potential delineation of the ductal 

tissues from both the lobular and phylloides specimens.  The phylloides tissue 

samples’ spectra had slightly higher absorbance throughout the mid-IR spectra 

range we investigated with the exception of the collagen and glycogen frequencies, 

where the absorbance was less than the other two tissue types.  However, we were 

not able to distinguish the lobular and phylloides tissues from each other using AUC 

analysis.  Likewise, frequency shift analysis allowed us to potentially identify 

phylloides tissue from lobular and ductal, but we were not able to isolate the ductal 
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and lobular specimens without implementing multiple wavenumbers.  Thus, 

intensity ratio parameter analysis proved to be the best form of analysis which we 

utilized to preliminarily evaluate breast tissue type. 

The intensity ratio parameter analysis proved to be a very effective tool for 

receptor identification.  We evaluated the following three tissue receptor groups:  

ER+/PR+/HER2-, ER+/PR-/HER2-, and ER-/PR-/HER2-.  Although the ratios with 

the denominator parameter utilizing either Amide I or Amide II had similar results, 

the delta between the ratios was much greater for Amide I ratios than Amide II 

ratios.  When we utilized the weak absorbance peptide peak at 1334 cm-1 in the 

numerator parameter, our preliminary results show we may be able to successfully 

distinguish all three receptor groups from each other.  Several other ratios 

contained further receptor information, but this peptide ratio allowed all three 

receptor groups to be distinguished. 

As we expected due to the similarity of the spectra, the AUC analysis did not 

prove to be an effective analysis tool to identify ER+/PR+/HER2-, ER+/PR-/HER2-, 

and ER-/PR-/HER2- specimens.  The AUC for the three spectra did not have 

significant differences to allow us to make any distinction.  Although frequency shift 

analysis did provide more useful analysis than AUC, it did not prove to be nearly as 

effective as intensity ratio parameter analysis.  We were able to potentially classify 

both ER+/PR-/HER2- and ER-/PR-/HER2-, but there was no single frequency shift 

that allowed us to categorize ER+/PR+/HER2- specifically from the other two 

receptor specimens. 
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Interestingly, our initial results allowed us to use both the symmetrical and 

asymmetrical bending of the methyl protein and lipids frequencies (1398 cm-1 and 

1458 cm-1, respectively) to isolate the ER-/PR-/HER2- specimen from the other two 

receptor groups.  Although we only had one triple negative specimen, these results 

do provide preliminary results that indicate both these methyl protein and lipids 

frequencies may be influenced by the positive estrogen receptor.  A larger sample 

size with a higher resolution sampling rate needs to be evaluated to confirm this 

analysis. 

Finally, the preliminary results show we may be able to discern between 

normal and malignant samples.  Specifically, we evaluated the following collection of 

specimens:  normal white and malignant white; normal black and malignant black; 

aggregate normal and aggregate malignant specimens; and triple negative, 

aggregate normal, and malignant specimens excluding triple negative. 

The intensity ratio parameter analysis was the most definitive tool we 

utilized in classifying the white and black samples as normal or malignant.  There 

appears to be no significant difference between Amide I or Amide II as the 

denominator parameter.  We identified six potential ratios that allow us to 

categorize the white specimens and seven potential ratios that allow us to 

categorize the black specimens as either normal or malignant.  The only ratios that 

we were not able to utilize to preliminarily identify the normal or malignant white 

specimens were the Amide I/Amide II ratio and the symmetrical bending of methyl 

protein and lipid ratio; the only ratio we were not able to utilize to preliminarily 
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identify the normal or malignant black specimens was the nucleic acid and collagen 

band around 1080 cm-1. 

Because the spectrum for the normal white breast tissues in our initial 

results had slightly lower absorbance at the Amide III peak and the asymmetrical 

bending of methyl protein and lipid peak, we also expected the symmetrical bending 

of methyl protein and lipid to have a significant difference in the ratio between 

normal and malignant tissues.  However, this was the one ratio besides the typical 

Amide I / Amide II ratio that may not satisfy the p < .05 significance factor.  

Likewise, because the collagen and glycogen bands tended to have useful ratio 

differences between our data sets, we expected the black specimens’ collagen bands 

to display significant ratio differences between the malignant and normal samples.  

Additionally, the absorbance of the black malignant specimens was much lower 

throughout the spectra, including at Amide I and Amide II, except in the collagen and 

glycogen bands, so we expected the ratio to be useful in our normal and malignant 

categorization.  However, the preliminary results did not match our analysis 

expectations. 

Our initial AUC analysis may show significant differences between normal 

black and malignant black specimens; it also may allow us to identify normal white 

and malignant black specimens.  However, we were unable to successfully separate 

normal white and malignant white samples or malignant white and normal black 

specimens.  Similarly, our preliminary frequency shift analysis only allowed us to 

partially categorize the specimens.  We were able to use frequency shifts at the 
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Amide II peak and both the symmetrical and asymmetrical bending of the methyl 

protein and lipids absorbance peaks to separate normal white and malignant white 

specimens.  We were also able to utilize the methyl protein and the symmetrical 

bending of the methyl protein and lipid absorbance peaks to separate the normal 

and malignant black samples.  No other frequencies exhibited a significant shift in 

our preliminary data, though, and we deemed this analysis form less effective than 

the intensity ratio parameter analysis. 

When we evaluated all our normal and malignant breast specimens, we 

observed the normal spectrum in our preliminary data to have a higher absorbance 

throughout the spectra except in the collagen and glycogen frequencies.  The Amide 

III and the asymmetrical bending of the methyl protein and lipid absorbance peaks 

specifically appear to be noticeably higher for the normal tissue.  The greater 

absorbance shifted from the normal tissue to the malignant tissue at 1185 cm-1, 

between the Amide III and collagen bands.  The spectra also had a significantly 

visible frequency shift at the Amide II and the asymmetrical bending of the methyl 

protein and lipid absorbance peaks. 

The most effective analysis tool we used with our preliminary data may be 

intensity ratio parameter analysis.  When we utilized Amide I as the denominator 

parameter, we identified six ratios that had significant difference between the 

normal and malignant specimens and allowed us to categorize the samples; 

additionally, the differences were much greater than the analysis sets with Amide II 

in the denominator.  Only the Amide II and the symmetrical bending of the methyl 
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protein and lipid absorbance peaks did not have significant differences between the 

normal and malignant ratios. 

The area-under-the-curve technique did not seem to provide significant 

analysis with our preliminary data set; there was no significant difference between 

the area values that allowed us to categorize samples as normal or malignant.  We 

also looked preliminarily at frequency shifts between the normal and malignant 

specimens; we identified potential frequency shifts in the Amide II peak and both 

the symmetrical and asymmetrical bending of the methyl protein and lipids 

absorbance peaks.  Although the resolution of our data collection was at 4 cm-1, the 

shifts specifically at Amide II and the asymmetrical bending have consistently been 

present in our preliminary data, and we anticipate this to be a viable analysis tool 

that could be consistently utilized in normal and malignant categorization of tissue 

samples in conjunction with intensity ratio parameter analysis. 

After we evaluated all the normal and malignant specimens, we removed the 

one triple negative specimen from the malignant data and compared this specimen 

against the rest of the data.  The difficulty in diagnosing triple negative tissue 

samples underscores the importance of finding alternative ways to diagnose these 

specimens as malignant.  Our preliminary results indicate we may be able to 

distinguish the one triple negative specimen we had from the remaining malignant 

specimens and, more importantly, from the normal specimens by utilizing both 

intensity ratio parameter analysis and the preliminarily frequency shift analysis.  
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Area-under-the-curve analysis did not appear to be an effective technique with our 

preliminary data set to provide significant results. 

Again, intensity peak ratio analysis with Amide I as the denominator 

parameter may be the most effective technique which we evaluated from our 

preliminary results.  We identified five potential ratios we used to extricate the 

triple negative sample from the normal specimens.  Similar to the other malignant 

specimens, the spectrum of the triple negative sample had a lower absorbance than 

the normal specimens throughout the spectra except in the collagen and glycogen 

regions, which had a higher absorbance.  Thus, as expected from the spectra, the 

preliminary results show we may be able to discriminate using all three of the ratios 

evaluated in this region (1078 cm-1, 1030 cm-1, and 962 cm-1) that showed possible 

significant differences between the normal and triple negative specimens.  The 

other two ratios that may allow us to identify the triple negative specimen as 

malignant are the asymmetrical bending of the methyl protein and lipids at 1450 

cm-1 and the peptide group at 1334 cm-1. 

We identified three frequencies from our preliminary analysis results that 

may show a shift between the normal and triple negative specimens.  Surprisingly, 

only two of the frequency shifts were the same as the shifts seen in the normal and 

malignant comparisons.  The two same frequencies, Amide II and the symmetrical 

bending of the methyl protein and lipids, showed a greater shift between the normal 

and triple negative specimens than the shift between the normal and malignant 
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specimens, particularly at the Amide II absorbance peak, which had a red shift of 16 

cm-1. 

Although AUC and frequency shift analysis provided useful results in our 

preliminary breast tissue analysis, intensity ratio parameter analysis may prove to 

be the most effective and consistent analysis technique.  In unique situations, such 

as results dealing with malignant black tissue samples, AUC analysis may be more 

effective.  Frequency shift analysis also shows promise as being a useful technique, 

but more experiments with higher resolution need to occur.  Specifically, because 

one of the bands with a consistently significant frequency shift is the highly 

absorbent Amide II peak, this is a technique that could prove quite useful in 

separating the normal and malignant samples.  Often, while researchers are using 

FTIR spectrometers, 4 cm-1 seems to be a standard resolution during data collection.  

Any higher resolution would extend the already long data collection process.  

Utilizing Spero’s tools could specify precise wavenumbers and/or bands while 

increasing the resolution of data points to 1 cm-1 or less; the data collection time 

would be on the order of minutes instead of several hours. 

More experiments with a larger sample size need to be conducted in order to 

substantiate these preliminary results, which should also include specific specimens 

with defined histology diagnostic characteristics.  Multivariate analysis techniques 

could be considered in order to tease out more subtle information available in the 

spectra.  Our work with the Spero quantum cascade laser microscope demonstrates 

great advantages over the standard FTIR spectrometer and is the first step in finally 
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making great strides in the mid-infrared cancer detection field that has been 

stagnant for so many years.  With further exploitation of Spero’s advantages, the 

speed of data collection and analysis can be improved ten-fold. 
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Chapter 4 

Future Directions 

Newer diagnostic capabilities for diseases include advances in technologies 

utilizing mid-infrared spectroscopy, specifically FTIR spectroscopy.  However, 

inconsistencies in sample preparation and FTIR spectrometer processes, as well as 

the significant time required for spectral data acquisition, hinder the practical 

clinical applications of using mid-IR technologies.  Tunable quantum cascade laser 

(QCL) microscopes possess potential solutions to overcome these inconsistencies 

and technical limitations, primarily due to high-resolution imaging over a wide field-

of-view and rapid live-mode imaging.  Taking advantage of tunable QCL microscope 

features to analyze and characterize diseased specimens and samples in the mid-IR 

spectrum have the potential to improve diagnostic accuracies, increase the speed of 

diagnostics, and decrease the medical time, effort, and costs of diagnostics. 
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We initially utilized standard FTIR spectroscopy techniques primarily to 

evaluate normal and malignant cell samples; we then evaluated QCL microscope 

instrumentation to investigate tissue specimens.  We have developed preliminary 

analysis results that may characterize the various aspects of normal and diseased 

tissue specimens, including characterizing histological information included from 

the tissue bank.  These initial results may indicate an ability to discriminate between 

the categories we evaluated, including the primary goal of distinguishing between 

the normal and diseased specimens.  The ability to specify a precise target area on a 

high resolution image of the sample where we want to perform the spectral data 

collection is beneficial to enable the break-down and isolation of the specimens’ 

unique differences to more completely characterize the histological information 

available. 

In Chapter 2, we utilized Spero, a tunable QCL microscope, to investigate 

cervical tissue samples and develop preliminary results for the subgroups we 

created.  We differentiated between normal and malignant samples; endocervix and 

ectocervix samples; epithelium, basal, and lamina propria layers; white and black 

specimens; and malignant squamous cell carcinoma and glassy cell carcinoma.  To 

evaluate these subgroups, we used the following three analysis techniques, all of 

which may prove to be successful techniques for future work:  intensity ratio 

parameter analysis, area-under-the-curve analysis, and frequency shift analysis.  

Our initial data collection revealed the importance of being able to acquire the high 

resolution images real time and expedite the spectra data collection.  By being able 
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to pinpoint on the sample specifically what exact area of the tissue we wanted to 

analyze, our preliminary results indicate we may be able to then discriminate 

between the subgroups we were evaluating.  FTIR spectrometers would not have 

allowed us to identify the samples to this specificity. 

In Chapter 3, we expounded on our cervical work developed in Chapter 2 and 

utilized similar techniques for our breast specimens.  The preliminary results we 

developed may show the ability to discriminate normal and malignant specimens; 

white and black specimens; ductal, lobular, and phylloides malignant samples; and 

hormonal and protein receptor variances, including distinguishing triple negative 

samples from normal samples.  We again used the same three analysis techniques; 

although all three techniques provided useful conclusions, the intensity ratio 

parameter analysis was the most succinct and beneficial in our preliminary 

determinations.  The accuracy and precision benefits of a tunable QCL microscope 

were essential in our initial breast tissue analysis due to the low mid-IR absorbance 

and reflectance characteristics of the high fat cell content of the specimens.  Not 

having the capability to specify the tissue portion of the samples would have made 

the spectra acquisitions extremely difficult; FTIR spectrometers would not have 

allowed us to identify the samples to this specificity. 

Future work should expound on the preliminary analysis we developed by 

using larger sample sizes in the experiments.  We were limited by the number of 

applicable tissue specimens we had for our research, and having larger sample sizes 

is the next step to develop, verify, and validate new algorithms for use with this 
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instrumentation and these techniques.  In addition, obtaining more histological 

information with each specimen would expand the mid-IR data characterization 

sets, leading to further environmental and biographical factors to explore.  Further 

work could be performed to identify spectral characteristics of the individual breast 

receptors, which would further benefit the triple negative diagnostics.  More 

complete histological information with each specimen could also allow spectra 

comparison between percentages of tumor on similar tissue samples. 

Other methods of the same analysis techniques can also be explored, such as 

using reflectance peaks in place of absorbance peaks in intensity ratio parameter 

analysis and frequency shift analysis.  Knowing specific wavenumbers of interest in 

the intensity ratio parameter analysis could greatly increase the speed of the data 

collection by identifying specific wavenumbers at which to collect the data instead 

of acquiring the full spectrum of absorbance data; one problem that would have to 

be overcome, however, would be taking into account the red or blue frequency 

shifts between sample subsets.  Furthermore, a higher resolution of the data 

collection (1 cm-1 as opposed to 4 cm-1) would greatly increase the effectiveness of 

frequency shift analysis.  Because the resolution of the QCL microscope is high 

enough, future work could also investigate the spectral characteristics and 

biomarkers of individual cells either on the tissue samples themselves or by using 

incubated cell samples.  Moreover, area-under-the-curve analysis could be utilized 

in smaller wavenumber ranges, such as under individual absorbance or reflectance 

peaks. 
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In addition to increased sample size, one of the most definitive areas for 

future work is exploring more powerful analysis techniques that may allow greater 

concrete results.  Utilizing a combination of partial least squares regression analysis 

and linear discriminate analysis techniques may be able to tease out additional 

information that is hidden in the spectra and not readily accessible through the 

three techniques we explored.  Principal component analysis could also be 

evaluated, although partial least squares analysis tends to be more powerful, 

especially when used in conjunction with linear discriminate analysis. 

In this thesis, we established effective techniques of differentiating normal 

and malignant tissue specimens.  We demonstrated we could achieve valid results in 

a more consistent manner than previous mid-IR techniques, and that the data 

collection methods via QCL microscopy could be completed orders of magnitude 

faster than prior methods.  We have also demonstrated that due to the high 

resolution and real-time imaging capabilities of a QCL microscope, we can vastly 

expand the spectral characterizations of biological and environmental 

characteristics of the specimens being evaluated.  This thesis highlights the benefits 

of moving on from FTIR spectroscopy to QCL microscopy in mid-IR imaging and 

data analysis techniques. 

Ultimately, we want cheaper/better/faster results that have clinical 

significance, but more work is needed to investigate if that technology is achievable.  

FTIR spectroscopy has been a leading technology used in mid-IR imaging and 

analysis, but utilizing current FTIR spectrometers has not made great strides in the 
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last decade and appears to have reached close to the maximum effectiveness this 

technology can achieve without improvements in the instrumentation.  This 

dissertation has demonstrated that QCL microscopy technology may be a big stride 

in the direction of dramatic improvements to mid-IR imaging and analysis 

capabilities. 
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Appendix A 

Cervical Normal 

 

A1. 04-10-A245a 

Unique ID 04-10-A245a 

Age 32 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.1. Specimen 04-10-A245a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.2. Specimen 04-10-A245a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.3. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 2:  basal layer 

Regions 3, 4:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.4. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.5. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 3:  columnar epithelium 

Region 4:  basal layer 

Regions 5, 6:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.6. Point K Spectra 

 

 

A2. 06-04-A113a 

Unique ID 06-04-A113a 

Age 56 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.7. Specimen 06-04-A113a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.8. Point M Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Region 3:  basal layer 

Region 4:  parabasal layer 

Regions 5, 8:  columnar epithelium 

Region 6:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Region 7:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.9. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.10. Point N Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3, 12:  basal layer 

Regions 4, 9:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 8, 13:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 6:  individual squamous epithelial cell 

Region 7:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Region 11:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Regions 14, 15:  basement membrane 
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Figure 0.11. Point N Spectra 
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Figure 0.12. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane 

Region 2:  parabasal layer 

Region 3:  columnar epithelium 

Region 4:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Regions 5, 6:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Region 7:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Region 8:  individual squamous epithelial cell 
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Figure 0.13. Point O Spectra 
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Figure 0.14. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.15. Point P Spectra 

 

 

A3. 06-11-A257a 

Unique ID 06-11-A257a 

Age 33 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.16. Specimen 06-11-A257a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.17. Point A Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 11:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 4, 12:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 5, 9:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 6, 7:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Region 8:  statified squamous epithelium 

Region 10:  individual columnar epithelial cell 
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Figure 0.18. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.19. Point B Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 4:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 5, 7, 13:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 8, 9, 10, 11, 12:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial 

surface 
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Figure 0.20. Point B Spectra 
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Figure 0.21. Point C Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 8, 9:  individual columnar epithelial cells 

Region 10:  columnar epithelium 

Region 11:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Regions 12, 15:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.22. Point C Spectra 
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Figure 0.23. Point D Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.24. Point D Spectra 

 

 

A4. 06-11-A378a 

Unique ID 06-11-A378a 

Age 38 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest may not use 
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Figure 0.25. Specimen 06-11-A378a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.26. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  statified squamous epithelium 

Region 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 4, 5:  basal layer 
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Figure 0.27. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.28. Point G Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 11:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3, 10:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 6, 7:  statified squamous epithelium 

Region 8:  columnar epithelium 

Region 9:  columnar epithelium, statified squamous epithelium 
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Figure 0.29. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.30. Point H Regions of Interest 

Regions 3:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.31. Point H Spectra 

 

 

A5. 06-11-A475a 

Unique ID 06-11-A475a 

Age 31 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.32. Specimen 06-11-A475a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.33. Point J Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  parabasal layer 

Region 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8:  basal layer 

Regions 9, 12, 13:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 10, 15:  statified squamous epithelium 

Region 11:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.34. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.35. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3, 4:  parabasal layer 

Regions 5, 11, 12, 13:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 6, 7, 9, 10:  statified squamous epithelium 

Region 8:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.36. Point K Spectra 
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Figure 0.37. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 7, 9, 12:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 3, 8:  statified squamous epithelium 

Regions 4, 10:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Regions 5, 6, 13:  parabasal layer 

Region 11:  individual columnar epithelial cell 
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Figure 0.38. Point L Spectra 
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Figure 0.39. Point M Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.40. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.41. Point N Region of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.42. Point N Spectra 

 

 

A6. 12-05-A041a 

Unique ID 12-05-A041a 

Age 65 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest no clearly-defined epithelium layer 
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Figure 0.43. Specimen 12-05-A041a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.44. Point O Region of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.45. Point O Spectra 
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Figure 0.46. Point P Region of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.47. Point P Spectra 

 

 

A7. 12-05-A043a 

Unique ID 12-05-A043a 

Age 78 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest 
benign, no distinct epithelium, not normal tissue sample, unused 
in data results 
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Figure 0.48. Specimen 12-05-A043a, normal cervical tissue. 
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A8. 12-05-A046a 

Unique ID 12-05-A046a 

Age 34 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest Poor distinction between layers 
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Figure 0.49. Specimen 12-05-A046a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.50. Specimen 12-05-A046a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.51. Point G Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 11:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 6, 7, 9:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 

Regions 8, 10:  stratified squamous epithelium, superficial layer 
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Figure 0.52. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.53. Point H Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.54. Point H Spectra 

 

 

A9. 12-05-A072a 

Unique ID 12-05-A072a 

Age 55 

Race hispanic 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix / endocervix junction 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.55. Specimen 12-05-A072a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.56. Specimen 12-05-A072a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.57. Point K Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 7, 8, 9:  columnar epithelium, intermediate layer 

Regions 10, 11:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 

Region 12:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.58. Point K Spectra 
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Figure 0.59. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3, 4:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Regions 5, 6:  columnar epithelium, superficial layer 
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Figure 0.60. Point L Spectra 
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Figure 0.61. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.62. Point M Spectra 

 

 

A10. 12-05-A076a 

Unique ID 12-05-A076a 

Age 59 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.63. Specimen 12-05-A076a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.64. Point E Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 6, 7, 8:  basal layer 

Region 9:  parabasal layer 

Regions 10, 11, 20:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 12, 14, 15:  individual columnar epithelial cells 

Regions 16, 19:  columnar epithelium, intermediate layer 

Regions 17, 18:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.65. Point E Spectra 
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Figure 0.66. Point F Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 4:  basal layer 

Region 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Region 5:  parabasal layer 

Regions 6, 9:  columnar epithelium 

Region 7:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Regions 10, 11, 12:  individual columnar epithelial cells 
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Figure 0.67. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.68. Point G Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3:  basal layer 

Regions 5, 6:  parabasal layer 

Region 7:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 8, 9:  individual columnar epithelial cells 
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Figure 0.69. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.70. Point H Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 3:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 2, 5:  individual columnar epithelial cells 

Region 4:  individual columnar epithelial cell nuclei 
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Figure 0.71. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.72. Point I Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 3:  parabasal layer 

Region 4:  basal layer 

Region 5:  columnar epithelium 

Region 6:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Region 7:  individual columnar epithelial cell 
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Figure 0.73. Point I Spectra 
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Figure 0.74. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Region 3:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 4, 5, 8:  parabasal layer 

Regions 6, 7, 9:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.75. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.76. Point K Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Region 4:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Regions 5, 8:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 6, 9:  basal, parabasal layer 

Region 7:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.77. Point K Spectra 
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Figure 0.78. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.79. Point L Spectra 

 

 

A11. 12-05-A089a 

Unique ID 12-05-A089a 

Age 42 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest no clearly-defined epithelium layer 
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Figure 0.80. Specimen 12-05-A089a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.81. Point A Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.82. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.83. Point B Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.84. Point B Spectra 

 

 

A12. 12-05-A093a 

Unique ID 12-05-A093a 

Age 54 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.85. Specimen 12-05-A093a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.86. Specimen 12-05-A093a, H&E stain, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.87. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 2, 3:  basal layer, parabasal layer 
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Figure 0.88. Point O Spectra 
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Figure 0.89. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  parabasal layer 

Region 2:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.90. Point P Spectra 
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Figure 0.91. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  parabasal layer, columnar epithelium 

Region 2:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 3, 4, 5:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Region 6:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.92. Point Q Spectra 
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Figure 0.93. Point R Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.94. Point R Spectra 

 

A13. 12-05-A094a 

Unique ID 12-05-A094a 

Age 34 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest no clearly-defined epithelium layer 
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Figure 0.95. Specimen 12-05-A094a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.96. Point S Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 4:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.97. Point S Spectra 
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Figure 0.98. Point T Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.99. Point T Spectra 

 

 

A14. 12-05-A102a 

Unique ID 12-05-A102a 

Age 53 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection endocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.100. Specimen 12-05-A102a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.101. Point U Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane 

Regions 2, 3:  basal layer 

Regions 5, 6, 7, 8:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Regions 9, 10:  individual stratified squamous epithelial cells 
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Figure 0.102. Point U Spectra 
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Figure 0.103. Point V Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane 

Region 2:  columnar epithelium, parabasal layer 

Region 3:  stratified squamous epithelium, intermediate 

Region 6:  epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.104. Point V Spectra 
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Figure 0.105. Point W Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.106. Point W Spectra 

 

A15. 12-05-A131a 

Unique ID 12-05-A131a 

Age 42 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.107. Specimen 12-05-A131a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.108. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  parabasal layer 

Region 2:  columnar epithelium 

Region 3:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 4:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Regions 5, 6:  basement membrane 



 A111 
 

 

Figure 0.109. Point E Spectra 

 



 A112 
 

 

Figure 0.110. Point F Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 

Region 3:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 4:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 5, 6:  parabasal layer 
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Figure 0.111. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.112. Point G Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  parabasal layer 

Regions 3, 4:  basement membrane 
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Figure 0.113. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.114. Point H Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 4:  parabasal layer 

Region 2:  basal layer 

Region 3:  basement membrane 

Regions 5, 6, 7:  columnar epithelium 

Regions 8, 9:  stratified squamous epithelium, epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.115. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.116. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia 
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Figure 0.117. Point I Spectra 

 

 

A16. 12-05-A146a 

Unique ID 12-05-A146a 

Age 69 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.118. Specimen 12-05-A146a, normal cervical tissue. 
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Figure 0.119. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane 

Regions 2, 8:  basal layer 

Region 3:  columnar epithelium, parabasal layer 

Regions 4, 5:  stratified squamous epithelium 

Region 7:  epithelial surface 
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Figure 0.120. Point Q Spectra 

 



 A123 
 

 

Figure 0.121. Point R Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane 

Regions 2, 3:  basal layer 

Region 4:  columnar epithelium, parabasal layer 

Region 5:  stratified squamous epithelium, intermediate 

Region 6:  epitherlial surface 
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Figure 0.122. Point R Spectra 
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Figure 0.123. Point S Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  basement membrane 

Regions 3, 4, 5:  basal layer 

Regions 6, 12:  columnar epithelium, parabasal layer 

Region 9:  individual columnar epithelial cell 

Regions 7, 10, 11:  stratified squamous epithelium, intermediate 

Region 8:  individual stratified squamous epithelial cell 
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Figure 0.124. Point S Spectra 
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Figure 0.125. Point T Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.126. Point T Spectra 
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Appendix B 

Cervical Cancer 

 

A1. 01-09-A245a 

Unique ID 01-09-A245a 

Age 64 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
cervix tumor, invasive squamous  cell carcinoma, %T (25) / %N 
(10), may not use 

 



 B2 
 

 

 

Figure 0.1. Specimen 01-09-A245a, cervical cancer tissue 

 



 B3 
 

 

Figure 0.2. Specimen 01-09-A245a, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 

 



 B4 
 

  

Figure 0.3. Point E Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.4. Point E Spectra 
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Figure 0.5. Point F Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.6. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.7. Point G Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 3, 4, 5:  edge of glandular structure, squamous cell 

carcinoma 

Regions 2, 6:  lamina propia near glandular structure, squamous 

cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.8. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.9. Point H Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.10. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.11. Point I Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous 

cell carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.12. Point I Spectra 

 

 

A2. 03-03-A268a 

Unique ID 03-03-A268a 

Age 38 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
cervix tumor, not clear transition between normal and cancer 
tissue, not use data in results 
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Figure 0.13. Specimen 03-03-A268a, cervical cancer tissue 

 



 B15 
 

 

Figure 0.14. Specimen 03-03-A268a, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 
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Figure 0.15. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.16. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.17. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 

Region 2:  lamina propia, concentrated region, squamous cell 

carcinoma 
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Figure 0.18. Point N Spectra 

 



 B20 
 

  

Figure 0.19. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  columnar epithelium, transition region between 

squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 

Regions 3, 4:  basal layer, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 

Region 5:  basement membrane, lamina propia, transition region 

between squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.20. Point O Spectra 

 



 B22 
 

  

Figure 0.21. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  basement membrane, lamina propia, transition region 

between squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 

Regions 2, 4:  basal layer, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 

Region 3:  columnar epithelium, transition region between 

squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.22. Point P Spectra 
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Figure 0.23. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.24. Point Q Spectra 
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Figure 0.25. Point R Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.26. Point R Spectra 

 

 

A3. 03-04-A370a Sample I 

Unique ID 03-04-A370a Sample I 

Age 34 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest 
squamous cell carcinoma, adjacent normal ectocervix, transition 
region 
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Figure 0.27. Specimen 03-04-A370a Sample I, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.28. Specimen 03-04-A370a Sample I, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma 

of the cervix 

 



 B30 
 

   

Figure 0.29. Point A Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  columnar epithelium; transition region between 

squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 

Regions 3, 5, 6:  basal layer, parabasal layer; transition region 

between squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 

Region 4:  basement membrane, lamina propia; transition region 

between squamous cell carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.30. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.31. Point C Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 3:  columnar epithelium, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.32. Point C Spectra 
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Figure 0.33. Point Y Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia near glandular structure, squamous 

cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.34. Point Y Spectra 
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Figure 0.35. Point Z Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 5, 6:  lamina propia near glandular structure, 

squamous cell carcinoma 

Regions 2, 3:  edge of glandular structure, squamous cell 

carcinoma 

Region 4:  glandular structure, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.36. Point Z Spectra 

 

 

A4. 03-04-A370a Sample II 

Unique ID 03-04-A370a Sample II 

Age 34 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection ectocervix 

Notes of Interest 
squamous cell carcinoma, adjacent normal ectocervix, transition 
region 
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Figure 0.37. Specimen 03-04-A370a Sample II, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.38. Specimen 03-04-A370a Sample II, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma 

of the cervix 

 



 B40 
 

   

Figure 0.39. Point B Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.40. Point B Spectra 
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Figure 0.41. Point H Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 



 B43 
 

 

Figure 0.42. Point H Spectra 

 



 B44 
 

   

Figure 0.43. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 



 B45 
 

 

Figure 0.44. Point I Spectra 

 

 

A5. 04-11-A257b 

Unique ID 04-11-A257b 

Age 52 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 

cervix malignant, squamous cell carcinoma, primary, %T (80) / 

%N (20), data glitch at Point M, may not use 
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Figure 0.45. Specimen 04-11-A257b, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.46. Specimen 04-11-A257b, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 
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Figure 0.47. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.48. Point M Spectra (data glitch, may not use) 
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Figure 0.49. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.50. Point N Spectra (data glitch, may not use) 

 

 

A6. 06-02-A042b 

Unique ID 06-02-A042b 

Age 43 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
cervix malignant, adenosquamous carcinoma, glassy cell, 
primary, %T (50) / %N (0) 

 



 B52 
 

 

Figure 0.51. Specimen 06-02-A042b, cervical cancer tissue 

 



 B53 
 

 

Figure 0.52. Specimen 06-02-A042b, H&E stain, adenosquamous carcinoma of the 

cervix, glassy cell 

 



 B54 
 

   

Figure 0.53. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, adenosquamous glassy cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.54. Point P Spectra 
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Figure 0.55. Point W Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, adenosquamous glassy cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.56. Point W Spectra 

 

 

A7. 06-05-A276c 

Unique ID 06-05-A276c 

Age 61 

Race Asian 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
cervix malignant, squamous cell carcinoma, primary, %T (20) / 
%N (10), transition region 
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Figure 0.57. Specimen 06-05-A276c, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.58. Specimen 06-05-A276c, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 
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Figure 0.59. Point A Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia 
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Figure 0.60. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.61. Point V Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.62. Point V Spectra 

 



 B64 
 

  

Figure 0.63. Point X Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, transition region between squamous cell 

carcinoma and normal tissue 
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Figure 0.64. Point X Spectra 

 



 B66 
 

  

Figure 0.65. Point Z Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.66. Point Z Spectra 

 

 

A8. 06-07-A082b 

Unique ID 06-07-A082b 

Age 37 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest cervix malignant, adenocarcinoma, primary 
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Figure 0.67. Specimen 06-07-A082b, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.68. Specimen 06-07-A082b, H&E stain, adenocarcinoma of the cervix 
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Figure 0.69. Point C Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  lamina propia, adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.70. Point C Spectra 
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Figure 0.71. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.72. Point I Spectra 

 



 B74 
 

   

Figure 0.73. Point Y Regions of Interest 

Region 3:  basement membrane, lamina propia 

Regions 4, 8:  basal layer 

Region 5:  parabasal layer, columnar epithelium 

Region 6:  basal layer, parabasal layer 

Region 7:  stratified squamous epithelium 
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Figure 0.74. Point Y Spectra 

 

 

A9. 10-09-A121a 

Unique ID 10-09-A121a 

Age 30 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest primary malignant carcinoma, glassy cell, %T (90) / %N (10) 
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Figure 0.75. Specimen 10-09-A121a, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.76. Specimen 10-09-A121a, H&E stain, glassy cell carcinoma of the cervix 

 



 B78 
 

  

Figure 0.77. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, glassy cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.78. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.79. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, glassy cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.80. Point K Spectra 

 



 B82 
 

  

Figure 0.81. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, glassy cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.82. Point L Spectra 

 

 

A10. 10-09-A127b 

Unique ID 10-09-A127b 

Age 34 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
cervix malignant, squamous cell carcinoma, primary, %T (70) / 
%N (40) 
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Figure 0.83. Specimen 10-09-A127b, cervical cancer tissue 

 



 B85 
 

 

Figure 0.84. Specimen 10-09-A127b, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 
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Figure 0.85. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.86. Point N Spectra 
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Figure 0.87. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.88. Point O Spectra 
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Figure 0.89. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.90. Point P Spectra 

 

 

A11. 91-10-A177 

Unique ID 91-10-A177 

Age 29 

Race unknown 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest cervix tumor, papillary adenocarcinoma of cervix 
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Figure 0.91. Specimen 91-10-A177, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.92. Specimen 91-10-A177, H&E stain, papillary adenocarcinoma of the 

cervix 

 



 B94 
 

 

Figure 0.93. Point V Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  mucous-secreting glands, papillary adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.94. Point V Spectra 
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Figure 0.95. Point W Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  mucous-secreting glands, papillary adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.96. Point W Spectra 

 

 

A12. 92-12-A198 

Unique ID 92-12-A198 

Age 61 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest 
squamous cell carcinoma, poorly differentiated, fixed in OCT, 
unused in data results 

 



 B98 
 

 

Figure 0.97. Specimen 92-12-A198, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.98. Specimen 92-12-A198, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 

 



 B100 
 

 

Figure 0.99. Point C Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.100. Point C Spectra 
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Figure 0.101. Point Z Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.102. Point Z Spectra 

 

 

A13. 93-02-A251 

Unique ID 93-02-A251 

Age 22 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection cervix 

Notes of Interest squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.103. Specimen 93-02-A251, cervical cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.104. Specimen 93-02-A251, H&E stain, squamous cell carcinoma of the 

cervix 
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Figure 0.105. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.106. Point E Spectra 
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Figure 0.107. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  lamina propia, squamous cell carcinoma 
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Figure 0.108. Point F Spectra 
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Appendix C 

Breast Normal 

 

A1. 10-09-A133d 

Unique ID 10-09-A133d 

Age 57 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection left breast 

Notes of Interest breast reduction, damaged slide, unused in data results 

 



 C2 
 

  

Figure 0.1. Specimen 10-09-A133d, normal left breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.2. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.3. Point Q Spectra 

 



 C5 
 

 

Figure 0.4. Point R Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3:  left breast 
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Figure 0.5. Point R Spectra 
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Figure 0.6. Point S Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.7. Point S Spectra 
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Figure 0.8. Point T Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.9. Point T Spectra 

 

 

A2. 11-08-A085c 

Unique ID 11-08-A085c 

Age 31 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.10. Specimen 11-08-A085c, normal right breast tissue. 

 



 C12 
 

  

Figure 0.11. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 
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Figure 0.12. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.13. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 

Region 2:  concentrated region, normal right breast tissue 
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Figure 0.14. Point K Spectra 

 



 C16 
 

 

Figure 0.15. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  normal right breast tissue, washed out fat cells 

Region 2, 3:  concentrated regions, normal right breast tissue, 

washed out fat cells 
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Figure 0.16. Point L Spectra, washed out fat cells, unused in data results 

 

 

A3. 12-03-A140d 

Unique ID 12-03-A140d 

Age 58 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.17. Specimen 12-03-A140d, normal right breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.18. Point S Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.19. Point S Spectra 
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Figure 0.20. Point T Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.21. Point T Spectra 
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Figure 0.22. Point U Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.23. Point U Spectra 

 

 

A4. 12-04-A020d 

Unique ID 12-04-A020d 

Age 60 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection right breast 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.24. Specimen 12-04-A020d, normal right breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.25. Point W Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.26. Point W Spectra 
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Figure 0.27. Point X Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.28. Point X Spectra 
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Figure 0.29. Point Y Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.30. Point Y Spectra 

 

 

A5. 12-05-A058d 

Unique ID 12-05-A058d 

Age 62 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection left breast 

Notes of Interest abnormal tissue sample, may not use 
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Figure 0.31. Specimen 12-05-A058d, normal left breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.32. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.33. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.34. Point H Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.35. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.36. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.37. Point I Spectra 

 

 

A6. 12-10-A071a 

Unique ID 12-10-A071a 

Age 64 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.38. Specimen 12-10-A071a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.39. Point H Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.40. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.41. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.42. Point I Spectra 
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Figure 0.43. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 

Regions 2, 3:  concentrated regions, breast 
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Figure 0.44. Point J Spectra 

 

 

A7. 12-12-A057a 

Unique ID 12-12-A057a 

Age 60 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest abnormal tissue sample, may not use 
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Figure 0.45. Specimen 12-12-A057a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.46. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.47. Point K Spectra 
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Figure 0.48. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.49. Point L Spectra 

 



 C51 
 

  

Figure 0.50. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 

Regions 2, 3:  concentrated regions, breast 
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Figure 0.51. Point M Spectra 

 

 

A8. 12-12-A095a 

Unique ID 12-12-A095a 

Age 28 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.52. Specimen 12-12-A095a, normal right breast tissue. 

 



 C54 
 

 

Figure 0.53. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  normal right breast tissue 
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Figure 0.54. Point O Spectra 

 

 

A9. 12-12-A099a 

Unique ID 12-12-A099a 

Age 60 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.55. Specimen 12-12-A099a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.56. Point D Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3:  breast 
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Figure 0.57. Point D Spectra 
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Figure 0.58. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  breast 

Regions 3, 4:  concentrated regions, breast 
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Figure 0.59. Point E Spectra 
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Figure 0.60. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.61. Point F Spectra 

 

 

A10. 12-12-A122a 

Unique ID 12-12-A122a 

Age 58 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.62. Specimen 12-12-A122a, normal right breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.63. Point L Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.64. Point L Spectra 

 



 C66 
 

 

Figure 0.65. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.66. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.67. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  interior breast tissue, duct 
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Figure 0.68. Point N Spectra 

 



 C70 
 

 

Figure 0.69. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  right breast 
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Figure 0.70. Point O Spectra 

 

 

A11. 13-02-A073a 

Unique ID 13-02-A073a 

Age 59 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.71. Specimen 13-02-A073a, normal breast tissue. 

 



 C73 
 

 

Figure 0.72. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.73. Point P Spectra 
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Figure 0.74. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.75. Point Q Spectra 
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Figure 0.76. Point R Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.77. Point R Spectra 

 

 

A12. 13-02-A117a 

Unique ID 13-02-A117a 

Age 60 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.78. Specimen 13-02-A117a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.79. Point T Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.80. Point T Spectra 

 



 C82 
 

 

Figure 0.81. Point U Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.82. Point U Spectra 

 

 

A13. 13-04-A173a 

Unique ID 13-04-A173a 

Age 63 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest Region Z too dense, may not use 
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Figure 0.83. Specimen 13-04-A173a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.84. Point X Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 

Region 2:  concentrated region, breast 
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Figure 0.85. Point X Spectra 
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Figure 0.86. Point Y Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.87. Point Y Spectra 
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Figure 0.88. Point Z Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 6:  normal breast tissue 

Regions 2, 3:  membrane surrounding glandular structure 

Region 5:  interior glandular structure 
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Figure 0.89. Point Z Spectra 

 

 

A14. 13-04-A184a 

Unique ID 13-04-A184a 

Age 62 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.90. Specimen 13-04-A184a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.91. Point A Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.92. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.93. Point C Background Spectra 
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Figure 0.94. Point D Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 

Region 2, 3:  concentrated regions, breast 
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Figure 0.95. Point D Spectra 
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Figure 0.96. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.97. Point E Spectra 

 

 

A15. 13-04-A204a 

Unique ID 13-04-A204a 

Age 60 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 
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Figure 0.98. Specimen 13-04-A204a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.99. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.100. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.101. Point G Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.102. Point G Spectra 
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Figure 0.103. Point H Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 3, 5:  concentrated regions, breast 

Region 4:  breast 
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Figure 0.104. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.105. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.106. Point K Spectra 

 

 

A16. 13-05-A012a 

Unique ID 13-05-A012a 

Age 61 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest unable to obtain clean background, unused in data results 
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Figure 0.107. Specimen 13-05-A012a, normal breast tissue. 

 

A17. 13-05-A113a 

Unique ID 13-05-A113a 

Age 60 
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Race black 

Location of Sample Collection unknown 

Notes of Interest none 

 

 

Figure 0.108. Specimen 13-05-A113a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.109. Point R Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.110. Point R Spectra 
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Figure 0.111. Point T Regions of Interest 

Regions 2, 12, 15:   

Regions 3, 4, 5, 6, 9:   

Regions 7, 8:  breast 

Regions 13, 14:   
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Figure 0.112. Point T Spectra 
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Figure 0.113. Point V Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7:  concentrated region, breast 
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Figure 0.114. Point V Spectra 
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Figure 0.115. Point W Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast 
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Figure 0.116. Point W Spectra 

 

 

A18. 13-06-A025a 

Unique ID 13-06-A025a 

Age 59 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection left breast 

Notes of Interest 
not normal tissue sample, tissue sample too dense, unused in 
data results 
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Figure 0.117. Specimen 13-06-A025a, normal breast tissue. 
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Figure 0.118. Point U Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 
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Figure 0.119. Point U Spectra 
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Figure 0.120. Point Y Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 

Region 2:  concentrated region, left breast 
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Figure 0.121. Point Y Spectra 
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Figure 0.122. Point Z Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  left breast 

Regions 2, 3, 4:  concentrated regions, left breast 
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Figure 0.123. Point Z Spectra 
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Appendix D 

Breast Cancer 

 

A1. 08-01-A132u 

Unique ID 08-01-A132u 

Age 55 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection breast, phylloides 

Notes of Interest malignant cystosarcoma phylloides, %T (100) / %N (50) 
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Figure 0.1. Specimen 08-01-A132u, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.2. Specimen 08-01-A132u, H&E stain, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.3. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 
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Figure 0.4. Point I Spectra 
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Figure 0.5. Point J Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 
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Figure 0.6. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.7. Point K Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant cystosarcoma phylloides 
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Figure 0.8. Point K Spectra 

 

 

A2. 08-12-A025o 

Unique ID 08-12-A025o 

Age 45 

Race Asian 

Location of Sample Collection breast, ductal 

Notes of Interest 
malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, inflammatory carcinoma, %T 
(80) / %N (60) 
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Figure 0.9. Specimen 08-12-A025o, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.10. Specimen 08-12-A025o, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.11. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.12. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.13. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.14. Point N Spectra 
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Figure 0.15. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.16. Point O Spectra 

 

 

A3. 10-10-A177m 

Unique ID 10-10-A177m 

Age 60 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection breast, ductal 

Notes of Interest 
malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, all receptors negative (triple 
negative), %T (100) / %N (80) 
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Figure 0.17. Specimen 10-10-A177m, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.18. Specimen 10-10-A177m, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

of the breast, triple negative 
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Figure 0.19. Point U Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 

negative 
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Figure 0.20. Point U Spectra 
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Figure 0.21. Point V Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 

negative, transition region 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, 

triple negative, condensed transition region 
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Figure 0.22. Point V Spectra 
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Figure 0.23. Point W Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 

negative 
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Figure 0.24. Point W Spectra 
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Figure 0.25. Point X Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, triple 

negative 
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Figure 0.26. Point X Spectra 

 

 

A4. 11-04-A001k 

Unique ID 11-04-A001k 

Age 52 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection breast, ductal 

Notes of Interest malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, Stage 2, %T (80) / %N (20) 
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Figure 0.27. Specimen 11-04-A001k, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.28. Specimen 11-04-A001k, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.29. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.30. Point F Spectra 
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Figure 0.31. Point G Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.32. Point G Spectra 

 

 

A5. 12-01-A021a-2 

Unique ID 12-01-A021a-2 

Age 49 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast, lobular 

Notes of Interest malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, %T (50) / %N (50) 
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Figure 0.33. Specimen 12-01-A021a-2, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.34. Specimen 12-01-A021a-2, H&E stain, malignant lobular 

adenocarcinoma of the breast 
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Figure 0.35. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.36. Point N Spectra 
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Figure 0.37. Point O Regions of Interest 

Region 2:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.38. Point O Spectra 
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Figure 0.39. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.40. Point Q Spectra 

 

 

A6. 12-04-A101f 

Unique ID 12-04-A101f 

Age 62 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection right breast, lobular 

Notes of Interest 
malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, ER+, PR+, Her2/neu-, %T (70) 
/ %N (70), may not use 
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Figure 0.41. Specimen 12-04-A101f, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.42. Specimen 12-04-A101f, H&E stain, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.43. Point A Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.44. Point A Spectra 
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Figure 0.45. Point B Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9:  breast, malignant lobular 

adenocarcinoma, concentrated region 
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Figure 0.46. Point B Spectra 
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Figure 0.47. Point C Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.48. Point C Spectra 
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Figure 0.49. Point D Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

Region 2:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, dense 

region 
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Figure 0.50. Point D Spectra 
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Figure 0.51. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.52. Point E Spectra 

 

 

A7. 12-10-A032f 

Unique ID 12-10-A032f 

Age 80 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection left breast, lobular 

Notes of Interest 
malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, T2N0M0, ER+, PR+, 
Her2/neu-, %T (90) / %N (30) 
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Figure 0.53. Specimen 12-10-A032f, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.54. Specimen 12-10-A032f, H&E stain, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.55. Point D Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.56. Point D Spectra 
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Figure 0.57. Point E Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.58. Point E Spectra 
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Figure 0.59. Point F Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.60. Point F Spectra 

 

 

A8. 12-12-A117k 

Unique ID 12-12-A117k 

Age 67 

Race black 

Location of Sample Collection breast, lobular 

Notes of Interest 
malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, invasive lobular carcinoma, 
ER+, PR+, Her2/neu-, %T (10) / %N (0), unused in data results 
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Figure 0.61. Specimen 12-12-A117k, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.62. Specimen 12-12-A117k, H&E stain, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.63. Point H Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

Region 3:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, 

concentrated region 
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Figure 0.64. Point H Spectra 
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Figure 0.65. Point I Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.66. Point I Spectra 
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Figure 0.67. Point J Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2, 3:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.68. Point J Spectra 
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Figure 0.69. Point K Regions of Interest 

Regions 1, 2:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma 

Regions 3, 4, 5:  breast, malignant lobular adenocarcinoma, 

concentrated region 
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Figure 0.70. Point K Spectra 

 

 

A9. 13-05-A013h 

Unique ID 13-05-A013h 

Age 64 

Race white 

Location of Sample Collection breast, ductal 

Notes of Interest 
malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, invasive ductal carcinoma, 
ER+, PR-, Her2/neu-, %T (100) / %N (50) 
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Figure 0.71. Specimen 13-05-A013h, breast cancer tissue 
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Figure 0.72. Specimen 13-05-A013h, H&E stain, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

of the breast 
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Figure 0.73. Point M Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.74. Point M Spectra 
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Figure 0.75. Point N Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

Region 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, concentrated 

region 
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Figure 0.76. Point N Spectra 
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Figure 0.77. Point P Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

Region 2:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, concentrated 

region 
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Figure 0.78. Point P Spectra 
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Figure 0.79. Point Q Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 

Regions 2, 3, 5, 6, 7:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma, 

concentrated region 
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Figure 0.80. Point Q Spectra 
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Figure 0.81. Point S Regions of Interest 

Region 1:  breast, malignant ductal adenocarcinoma 
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Figure 0.82. Point S Spectra 
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